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INTRODUCTION 

In the south coastal basin of southern California, citrus orchards 
require irrigation throughout the dry season from about May to 
Novembe·r. Winter rainfall is usually sufficient to moisten the entire 
root zone of citrus trees so that for a period in early spring the trees 
have a full reservoir of soil moisture. As this supply becomes depleted, 
irrigation water is applied. The application may be such that the 
entire root zone is again moistened to field capacity, but more often 
water is applied to a limited portion of the root zone, in some cases 50 
percent or less. The remaining soil then becomes quite dry. 

Water for irrigation is usually delivered on a regular schedule 
established from the experience of the district, but where the supply 
system is flexible enough it may be obtained on demand. In many 
orchards the interval between irrigations is of such length that trees 
may show evidence of water shortage before irrigation. Some growers 
employ the serv-ices of commercial laboratories for taking soil samples 
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to determine when to irrigate. When this method is used the general 
procedure has been to recommend irrigation when the moisture con ten t 
of the soil at selected locations reached the calculated \\'ilting point. 
The value for the wilting point has been generally calculated from the 
moisture equivalent by the 1.84 formula of Briggs and Shantz (5).4 

A few growers are convinced that they get as good results from 
applying water in one or two furrowsJer row at each irrigation as 
from making the applications in sever furrows; others believe that 
water should be applied oyer as much of the soil area as possible, using 
basins on the flatter lands. Many grmvers claim ,that they get most 
rapid growth of fruil> <tnd highest yields with frequent applications and 
large seasonal use of water; others are convinced that the soil shouid 
be dried out between applications of water and that i1 more sparing 
use of water yields the bE:'st returns. It also has been the experience 
of some operators that trees are actually inj ured and yields reduced by 
overirrigation. In this sense oyerirrigation is not meant to imply 
waterlogging of the soil, but simply a failure to allow the soil to dry 
out between irrigations so that the soil-moisture content tends to 
remain near neld capacity. WillIe these opinions are certainly widely 
divergent, they ar..,· based upon the experience of growers who are 
producing fruit under a wide diversity of conditions, and doubtless 
most of these opinions are at least partly justified by the conditions 
under which they were formed. 

Thf'se investigations were conducted in order to establish basic 
information for promoting better methods of applying watel' in prac
tice and to provide for the most effective u tilizu,tion of water by orchard 
trees. The work reported in this bulletin deals primarily with the 
response of lemon trees to decreasing soil moistme under orchard 
conditions. Both the efi'E:'ct of irrigating various proportions of the 
soil in the root zone and that of varybg ~he intervals between irri~n,
tions have been inycstigated. 

The reactions in the trees throughout the range of readily available 
soil moisture and in the range of illl)isture percentages a,t which wilting 
of the trees occurred have been st udied in certain detailed tests as a 
basis for the larger neld trials. fhis phase of the subject will bo 
reviewed first, particularly since lue terminology used by various 
writers in referring to the wilting of plants is confusing in some 
respects. 

WILTING POINTS OF SOILS 

The concept of the ,dlting coefficiE:'nt as a soil constant was intro
duced by Briggs and Shantz in 1912 (6,1). 19, alsop. 74). In defini
tion of this term they state: 

The wilting coefficient of a soil is then defined as the moisture content of the 
soil (expressed as a percentage of the dry weight) at the time when the leaves of 
the plant growing in ihatsoil first under~o a permanent reduction in their moisture 
content as the result of a deficiency in the soil-moisture supply. By a perlnanent 
reduction is me:lIlt a condition from which the leaves cannot recover in an approxi
mately saturated atmo~phere without the addition of water to the soiL In most 
plants wilting accompanies this reduction of the water content of the leaves and 
is the criterion used to determine the wilting coefficient of a soil for that plnnt. 

As a result of their work Briggs and Shantz made certain funda
mental generalizations as follows (5, pp. 75-77): 

• Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, p. 71. 
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The results obtained show that species differ only slightly as regards the soil
moisture content at which permanent wilting first takes place. * * * 

These determinations * * * indicate that the wilting coefficient is not 
materially influenced by the dryness of the air, by moderate changes in the solar 
intensity, or by differences in the amount of soil moisture available during the 
period 'Jf growth. 

That portion of the soil-moisture content which is available for plant growth 
is represented by the difference between the actual water content and the wilting 
coefficient. * * * From this compzJ.rison a series of linear relationships has 
been established, as expressed in the following equations, which thus provide a 
means of computing the w:lting coefficient when direct determinations are not 
feasible. 

Wilting coefficient Moisture equivalent. 
1.84 (1±0.007) 

* * * * * * * The moisture-equivalent method, in which the measurements are made with 
the aid of a centrifugal machine exerting a force 1,000 times that of gravity, is 
the most accurate and satisfactory of the indirect methods. 

Oertain of these generalizations have been questioned by later 
investigators (6, 12, 16). One point that is of importance in connec
tion with these criticisms lies in the varied technique that different 
workers have employed in making the wilting-point determinations. 
In their direct determinations on 20 soils, Briggs and Shantz found the 
ratio of the moisture equivalent to the \\'ilting point to range from 
1.67 to 2.02, and the average was 1.84. 

The term "\\ilting coefficient" was used by Veihmeyer in 1927 in 
reporting on irrigation studies in Santa Olara Valley prune orchards 
(15). However, in 1928 Veihmeyer and Hendrickson (16) concluded 
from their e}..-periments that the indirect method of determining the 
\\'ilting point from the moisture equivalent was not satisfactory 
because the departures from the 1.84 ratio were too great to warrant 
the use of this or any other ratio. They report ratios varying from 
1.73 to 3.82, with an average of 2.46 for 14 soils. The ratio was less 
than 1.84 for only one soil, although in later work they show a ratio 
as low as 1.39. They did not advocr.te the use of any average ratio 
and considered it essential that \\'ilting-point determinations be made 
experimentally by growing plants in the soil under test. It should be 
noted, however, that Briggs and Shant,>: did not relate the \\ilting 
point to the moisture equivalent by the i&.ctor 1.84 in their definition 
of wilting point. They simply presented certain formulas in their 
conclusions to provide means of computing the wilting point when 
direct determinations are not feasible. For the actual residual soil
moisture content at permanent \\ilting, Veihmeyer and Hendrickson 
proposed the term "permanent \\ilting percentage" (17) to substitute 
for the term "wilting coefficient." 

While the average ratios cited above may have only limited appli
cation, nevertheless they afford a means for comparison of the 
criterion of wilting used by Briggs and Shantz with that employed by 
Veihmeyer and Hendrickson. It appears that the higher average 
ratio found 1" Yeihmeyer and Hendrickson may be the result of using 
a more advl.nced stage of wilt, which would result in lower soil
moisture contents at the permanent \\ilting percentnge than Briggs 
and Shantz found in their direct determinations of the wilting point. 
Veihmeyer and Hendrickson made the majority of their determina
tions with well-establish'Jd sunflower plants. They report that the 
force holding water in the soil at the permanent \"ilting percentage is 
of the order of 16 to 20 atmospheres (18), while Shull (13) found that 

http:advocr.te
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the force holding water in the soil at the wilting point as defined by 
Briggs and Shantz corresponded to about 4 atmospheres. The use 
of a more advanced stage of wilt yields not only larger ratios but also 
a greater range in ratios, such as Veihmeyer and Hendrickson report. 

The conclusion of Veibmeyer and Hendrickson that wil ting-poin t 
determinations should be made experimentally: by growing plants in 
the soil under test is well supported. Hence, If it is essential to make 
wilting-point determinations by growing plants in the soil under test, 
the establishment of a ratio for the particular soil is secondary and 
the ratio is limited in application. The implication from the word 
"coefficient" is for a fL'{ed ratio and in this sense the choice of the 
term "wilting coefficient" seems unfortunate. 

The question of stage of "wilt to be used as a criterion is a recurrent 
one (5,14,16,19). Briggs and Shantz considered their wilting point 
to represent the lower limit of the water available for growth and not, 
as is sometimes mistakenly stated, the percentage of soil moisture 
unavailable to plants. ThIs was clearly stated by Briggs and Shantz 
(5), and has been shown also by Alway (1), Batchelor and Reed (2), 
Veihmeyer (10, and numerous other illvestigators. Veihmever and 
Hendrickson in their definition (17) of permanent wilting percentage 
state that it is a narrow range in soil-moisture conten ts in which wilt
ing takes place. Hence their determinations must be made at the 
end of that range through which the plant wilts. 

Taylor, Blaney, and McLaughlin (14) found that, during periods 
of severnl months wif.hout rain, perennial native vegetation would 
reduce the moisture content of the soil to a value which they termed 
the ultimate wilting point. Moisture contents in the zones of greatest 
r00t concentration came to equilibrium at the ultimate wilting point, 
and well-established sunflower plants in small metal pots reduced the 
moisture content to the same value when allowed to reach complete 
wilt. The ultimate wilting point was found to be a useful base in 
calculating the total moisture available to well-established native 
plants. In tests with sunflower plants the range in soil moisture 
from that at which the basal pair of leaves wilted to the condition of 
complete \vilt of the apical leaves was termed the wilting range. 

Breazeale (4,) has discussed some of the sources of error in wilting
point determinations, and a comparison of the results of independent 
determinations by different workers is given by Work and Lewis (19). 
Wilting-point determinations were made on samples of soil from the 
same plot of Medford soil by the Medford branch of the Oregon 
Agricultural E:-..-periment StatIOn and by the Division of Irrigation 
of the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, United States Department 
of Agriculture, at Pomona, Calif. In their comments on this com
parison, Work and Lewis state (19, p. 361): "The west-half percent
ages (determined at Medford) appear to be relatively too low and the 
east-half percentages (determined at Pomona) appear relatively too 
high." The determinations made at :Medford averaged 17.2 percent, 
and those made at Pomona averaged 17.7 percent. "While the 
numerical difference between these two values is not large, all deter
minations made at Pomona were for a complete degree of wilt of well
established sunflower plants described as the ultimate wilting point 
(14). Work and LeWIS, on the other hand, refer to their determina
tions as permanent wilting percentages. 
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An example of the wilting range for a clay soil of this type is given 
in figure 1. It is apparent from this chart that progressive stages of 
wilting for plants on this soil may take place over a range of 4 percent 
in actual soil-moisture contents, which is nearly 25 percent of the 
total range of available moisture. If we made use of Briggs and 
Shantz's definition d wilting coefficient, then the wilting coefficient 
would be 20.2 percent. This was the percentage at which the basal 
leaves wilted and marks the upper end of the wilting range. The 
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FIGURE I.-Rates of extraction of soil moisture by sunflower plants from Meyer clay adobe soil In sealed 
containers from the moisture equivalent down to the point of complete wHtin!, of all leaves on the plants. 

permanen t wilting percentage, as determined by Veihmeyer and 
Hendrickson, would lie somewhere ,,,1.thin the wilting range, and 
finally the ultimate wilting point would be found at the end of the 
wilting range with a value of 16.2 percent in the case of sample No. 
1156. 

In the present work use has been made of the wilting range as 
determined with sunflower plants in the laboratory, to compare with 
the fL"'ldings under orchard conditions, and it is believed that such a 
conception is essential in interpreting the results of trials ,,,1.th orchard 
trees. Under field conditions, soil-moisture contents will be found 
throughout the entire range from field capacity down to values 
approaching the ultimate wilting point. When the irrigation interval 
is extended sufficiently, soil-moisture contents ,vill approach the 
ultimate wilting point. 'When the soil in most of the root zone is 
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kept relatively moist, water deficit in the plant will not be great., and 
minimum moisture contents in unirrigated parts of the soil will be 
higher than the ultimate wilting point, but still may be within the 
wilting range. 

RANGE OF SOU" MOISTURE READILY AVAILABLE TO THE PLANT 

'While Briggs and Shantz eonsidered that their wilting point practi
cally marked the lower limit of soil moisture ayailable for growT.h, 
they made no statement as to its relative availability at different soil
moisture contents above the wiltine- point. In 1927 Veilimeyer (10, 
p. 277) published information ShoWIng that in his experiments-

The results obtained from the controlled studies made with prune trees in tanks 
indicate that not only the use of water but the trees themselves were not affected 
by variations in amount of soil moisture above the wilting coefficient. 

Veihmeyer and Hendrickson introduced the term "permanent 
wilting percentage" in 1929 and added the expression "readily ayail
able" moisture to desiglUlte the soil moisture above the permanent 
wilting percentage. As a result of further Irrigation experiments 
with peaches, Hendrickson and Veiluneyer (9, p. 55) concluded: 

The data presented in this paper show that the permanent wilting percentage 
is a {'riticru soil-moisture content, and leads to the conclusion that trees eithei" 
have reacmy-availa.ble moisture or have not. 

On the other hand, Lewis, Work, and Aldrich (10, E. 27) published 
data showing that in the experiments at Medford. Oreg., whenever 
the soil moisture in the upper 3-foot ayerage fell much below 70 
percent of the available capacity the mte of growth of fruit was 
reduced. These conclusions represent the most divergent yiews. 
Other investigators (3,11) also have reported on the range of readily 
available soil moisture under orchard conditions. This problem is of 
vital importance in determining the most effective irrigation practice, 
and much effort has been directed toward its solution. 

As 8, basis for studies under field conditions, certain e).."periments 
with potted plants were made to determine plant reactions to yariil
tions in soil-moisture content and to establish certain indices for com
parisons between the different plots. The reactions of a potted 
lemon tree to b. gradual reduction in soil moisture are shown in figure 2. 

Lemon trees were grown 2 years in sandy loam soil in metal pots. 
At the end of this period the soil in the pots was thoroughly per
meated by roots and each tree had set one or more fruits. T·wo 
trees were set up in a room in which the temperature was kept at about 
78° F. and the relative humidity at about 48 percent. They were 
eA-posed to artificial light 14 hours a day. The pots were sealed with 
metal covers to prevent water loss except by transpiration. Trans
piration was determined by loss of weigh t of pot and tree. Measure
ments of fruits and weighings of pots were mllde at the beginning of 
the light period each day. The responses of both trees over a period 
of several months were verv similar. 

From December 22 to 24 there was a slight increase in volume of 
the fruit, but from December 24 to 27 the volume was decreasing. 
The slope of the curve representing weight of pot and tree shows that 
there was no decrease in transpiration rate from December 24 to 27. 
On December 27 the moisture content of the soil was raised above 
field capacity by irrigation, and the fruit swelled rapidly from De
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cember 27 to 28. From December 28 to January 7 the fnlit con
tinued to gain in volume, but the rate deereased sharply after Jan
uary 4. During this period the transpiration rate was unaffected by 
the decreasing soil-mOl~ture content. . 
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FIGURE 2.-Changes in volume of a fruit on potted lemon tree No.7 in response to changes In soll-moL.ture 
content. 
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From January 7 to 16 the volume of the fmit decreased. During 
the latter part of this period, from January 10 to 16, them was a 
signHicant decrease in the rate of transpiration. The depurture of 
the weight-loss eurve from an approximately straight line is shown by 
the shaded area on the graph. 

The first visible sign of wilting was the curling of immature leaves 
on succulent, elongating shoots. In several of the tests with potted 
trees the curling of young leaves and cessation of shoot elongation 
oceurred 3 days after the fruit began to decrease in volume. By 
January 16 the young leaves were shm\Ting severe distortion in shape 
and nine old leaves had been abscissed. Although transpiration had 
been materially reduced by January 16, it was continuing at an appre
ciable rate-a fact that indicates that the soil-moisture content was 
'within the wilting range but not yet at the ultimate wilting point. 
Under the particula.r conditions of this series of tests with potted 
lemon trees, fruits were shrinking for 3 days before the first stage of 
wilting of the leaves and the .fi.rst decrease in transpiration rate 
occurred. 

Following the irriga,tion on .January 16, the fnut swelled much 
more than it had on December 27. This shows that the water deficit 
of the tree was greater on January 16 than on Deeember 27. One of 
the most striking and significant results of this series of tests is the 
fact that the rate of yolume change of fruit was affected over a wide 
range of soil-moisture contents, whereas the transpiration rate of these 
potted plants was practically unaffected by decreasing soil moisture 
until the plants began to \\Tilt. In other words, a gradually decreasing 
rate of volume gain or actual shrinkage of the fmit is evidence that a 
gradual increase in the moisture deficit of the tree occurred as the 
soil-moisture content was reduced. For a while the rate of trans
pimtion was maintained undiminished by the rising suction pressure 
in the plant. However, by January 9 it appears that the soil-moisture 
content had become so low as to limit the rnte of transpiration, and 
after this dn;te the transpiration rate grad ually decreased. The 
exact percentages of soil moisture were not determined in this test, 
since during the wilting process the loss of water from the plant tissue 
could not be determined. Howeyer, the soil used has a field cd.pacity 
of 12 percent, i1nd fmit measurements gave evidence of a rising water 
deficit at a soil-moisture content somewhat below 9 pprcent, while the 
rate of transpiration was not decreased until the moisture content of 
the soil was below 6 pereent. In other tests on this same soil, when 
the lower leaves of sunflowers first wHted and failed to recover over
night, the moisture content of the soil was found to be 4.9 percent. 

A chart of the extraction of moisture from this soil by a sunflower 
plant is shO\vn in figure 3. Values for the wilting range and ultimate 
wilting point are shown, and also, from the test with the potted 
Ipmon trre, the mnge of moisture contents in which evidenee of rising 
water deficit wns indicated from fr.Jit measurements. Other points 
nre shown as follows: In tests in which tomato plants T'lere grO\\Jl 
with the roots divided in partitioned containers, 5.7 percent wn'" the 
average minimum percentage of moisture found in theunirrigatetl ',ne
seventh of the root zone when the remaining portion was kept near 
field capacity. In a similar test 'with a sunflower plant, 4.6 percent 
was the average minimum percentage of moisture found in the un
irrigated one-half of the root zone when the remaining one-half was 
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kept near field capacity. In a grass-covered field where the soil 
used in the above tests was obtained, 3.1 percent was the average 
moisture content of the soil at a depth oi 2 feet in October, 251 days 
after the last effective rain. The minimum moisture contents ob
tained in th~se experiments are thus shown to be related to the degree 
of water deficit permitted to develop in the plants and t'D ext.end from 
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of water deficit. 

above the '\\--ilting range, as determined ,,--ith sunfiuwer plants, down 
to the ultimate wilting point. 

These tests for equilibrium points with divided root systems are 
representative of conditions in irrigated orchards where various parts 
of the root zone may be irrigated. The minimum moisture contents 
to which the unirrigated parts of the root zone are reduced depend 
on the water deficit developed in the tree. This in turn depends on 
the water available in the irrigated portion of the root zone. Hence, 
no exact values can be set for the minimum moisture content at which 
moisture is considered available for growth of plants in the field. 

It is apparent from these experiments that lemon fruits are sensitive 
indicators of water deficit and that fruit measurements may indicate 
impending water shortage in advance of actual wilting. Ho\vever, the 

98957°-39---2 
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degree ·of water deficit is shown only relatively from fruit measure
ments, and it should not be inferred that exact predictions of the time 
of wilting may be made in advance from an inspection of fruit-growth 
records. 

In the orchard, root distribution is usually so valiable that the proc
ess of wilting is not as abrupt as it is when plants are grown in small 
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FIGURE 4.-Variation in moisture content of the soil around lemon tree <>-16 as moisture content is reduced 

following Irrigation, and growth of lemons on tree <>-16 in comparIson with growth on tree 4-19, which had 
frequent Irrigation. All moisture t'Ontents are for tree <>-16. For each date of sampling the moisture 
content of the top 6 inches is the row of dots to the .ieft, that of the second 6 inches next, then that of the 
second foot, and finally that of the third foot on the right. 

containers in which there is uniform root distribution. Orchard con
ditions are more comparable to the above test 'with divided root 
systems. As increasing proportions of the root zone are reduced in 
moisture content, a gradual rise in water deficit may be noted in the 
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tree. This is illustrated in figure 4. Two trees were used in this 
test, and both were kept well irrigated during the summer. On 
September 2 and 3, tree 5-16 was given a final thorough irri~ation 
and none thereafter during the test period. Tree 4-19 was irngated 
frequently during the test so that the soil was kept near field capacity. 
The average size of fruits on each tree is shown in figure 4. Lemons 
on the control tree 4-19 show the normal trend of seasonal growth. 
On tree 5-16 the decreased rate of volume gain by fruit after Septem
ber 30 is evidence that a gradual increase in water deficit occurred 
as the water supply decreased. The shaded area on the curve indi
cates the ext.ent of the decrease in rate of fruit-volume gain. 

Determinations of over 1 ,50P soil-moistu:r:~ contents?Dade on samples 
from the first, second, and third foot· of sou and at dIfferent locatIOns 
around this tree are shown in figure 4. In this case the soil samples 
were taken st.arting at the ground surface b.ecaus.e of the presence of a 
cover crop. In all other cases reported III this bulletm the loose, 
cultivated layer of soil, usually about 4 inches thick, was scraped 
away and sampling was started from a point below the soil mulch. 
Variations in moisture contents, such as shown, occur in many orchard 
situations and make an important difference between soil-moisture 
conditions in the field and in small containers. The wilting process 
is less abrupt in the field, and water deficit rises ~adually as successive 
parts of the root zone become depleted of readIly available moisture. 

The problem then arises as to which part of the root zone serves as 
the best index of needs of the tree for water. A more or less arbitrary 
selection must be made, and as an example the moisture content of 
the second foot of the soil might be chosen. However, the moisture 
content of the second foot zone varied as much as 5 percent from 
point to point on each date of sampling. It may be noted that 
between September 30 and October 15, while the fruit was showing a 
rising water deficit, the preponderance of soil-moisture contents 
shifted from above the line representing the first ''lilt with sunflowers 
down into the wilting range. Some moisture contents were found in 
the wilting range as early as September 20 where the cover crop was 
most dense. 

Instead of using the entire group of samples, which were obtained 
at rather high cost, a selection might be made of a certain depth at a 
specific location for use as an index of need for irrigation. Records 
from two such locations are given in figure 4. A solid line connects 
the points for location H, where a high rate of extraction was found, 
and a broken line connects the points at location N, where there was 
a low rate. l-.10isture contents were in the wilting range at location 
H on September 22 and at location N on October 16. 

Note the somewhat abrupt change in slope for the extraction curve 
from location H as the moisture content entered the wilting range on 
September 22. This was at a time when there was still plenty of 
readily available moisture in other parts of the soil. By October 16, 
when location N entered the wilting range, the general level of moisture 
contents was low, and high water deficits had developed in tree and 
cover crop, so that the slope of the extraction curve for location N 
does not change abruptly until the ultimate ",-ilting point is ap
proached. After October 16 the moisture content at location H also 
proceeds to lower levels after having remained in the upper half of 
the ",-ilting range for nearly 30 days. It is apparent from this that 
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readily available water will be exhausted from zones of high root 

concentration first, and the end point depends on the magnitude of the 

suction pressure developed in the plant. Setting some certain value 

for the lower limit of moisture available for growth seems inlprac

ticable, for although a high water deficit had developed during the 


. first half of October the fruit continued to grow. The term "wilting 

ran~e" is more descriptive of conditions, and transient stages of 

equilibrium may exist at various points within the range. 

The soil at the 12 other locutions sampled reached the v.ilting range 
at different times between the dates for locations Hand N, and it is 
apparent from this that the selection of a representative locu.tion is 
largely a matter of personal judgment. Consideration should be 
given to such items as depth of sample, root density within the sample, 
location with respect to trees and furrows, plow sole, and d€llsity of 
weeds or cover crop. The moisture content of a sample will show the 
relative need for irrigation of the soil at a specific location, but the 
chances are somewha,t against its being a true index for the tree as a 
\vhole in cases similar to that used in this illustration. Its rating as 
an index for the tree requires either a careful correlation of the mois
ture-content record ,,-ith some measure of water deficit within the 
tree, or proof that the moisture-content record is itself a primary 
index of the water supply of the tree. 

From theoretical considerations the moisture contents of single 
samples from portions of the root zone with high concentration of 
rootlets might serve as measures of the relative water deficit v.-ithin 
the tree. Hm,-ever, conditions would have to be favorable for exact 
work. All of the readily available moisture might be extracted from 
zones of greatest feeder-root concentration, while the tree might still 
get ample water from other roots. There would be a furtho.r extrac
tion of moisture from all portions of the root zone when the water 
deficit increased ,,-ithin the tree. The moisture contents of zones v.-ith 
high feeder-root concentrations would then drop farther down in the 
,dting range, and this additional decrease would be evidence of the 
increased water deficit within the tree. Data bearing on this point 
,,-ill be submitted later in connection ,\-ith field plot experiments. 

The illustration just given for an orchard tree shows huw a gradual 
rise in water deficit develops within the tree as time from irrigation 
increases. It is important to know how long a water deficit may be 
permitted to develop before additional water is applied. The field 
problem then becomes one of determining what degree of water deficit 
causes measurable reductions in photosynthesis, rate of gro'wth, yield, 
or other effects, such as abscission of leaves or young fmit. The 
concurrent soil-moisture probleIT,l is that of determining the general 
level of the soil-moisture reservoir corresponding to different degrees 
of water deficit in the tree and of determining rates of ,,-ithdrawal 
of moisture as well as minimum values reached in various portions of 
the root zone. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

MEASUREMENTS OF TREE RESPONSE 

It was exp~ted that soil type and root distribution might have 
considerable influence on the response of trees to various soil-moistlJre 
conditions. It seemed advisable, therefore, to conduct several short
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time experiments on different soil types rather than an elaborate 
long-time e:x-periment under one set of conditions. 

When short-time e:ll..-perimellts of 1 year, or even several years, are 
conducted on mature trees, the problem of obtaining a reliable meas
ure of the effect of the treatment on tree response is a difficult one. It 
was realized that without maintaining uniform treatment on all trees 
and obtaining records of yield pet tree for several years before treat
ments were given it would be difficult if not impossible to determine 
whether differences in the yields of different plots were due to the 
treatments applied or to other causes. It was apparent that in 
e..'\.-periment.s of the sort conducted in this investigation measurement 
of yields could not be depended upon to show the effects of the differ
ent soil-moisture conditions over periods as short as one irrigation 
interval, and it was doubted that yield records for a complete season 
would be significant, since yield records prior to treatment were not 
obtained. 

As a measure of the effects of treatments, growth rates of fruits 
have been used for these e:x-periments, and the average growth per 
fruit was determined for each plot. Representative samples of 100 
to 200 fruits per plot were tagged when the fruits were abou t 10 to 20 cc 
in volume. A.t intervals of several days throughout the season the 
circumference of each fruit was measured \vith a steel tape. The 
volume was then obtained from a conversion table which had been 
made up from an empirical curve based on determinations of the 
circumference and volume of a large number of lemons covering the 
entire range of sizes measured in the field. 

The reliability of this method of comparing the effect of soil-mois
ture conditions on growth is dependent to some extent upon uni
formity in number of leaves per fruit on the trees in the plots to be 
compared. However, above 30 leaves per fruit the influence of num
ber of leaves on gro,vth rate is slight. In e:ll..-periments in which entire 
trees, three to each treatment, were thinned to definite leaf-fruit ratios 
of 10, 20, 30, 60, and 100 leaves per fruit, the differences in growth 
rate of fruits above 30 leaves per fruit were barely significant. The 
leaf-fruit ratio of lemon trees IS rarely lower than 25 during the irri
gation season, so that slight differences in leaf-fruit ratio on different 
plots would probably have little effect on growth rate. Furthermore, 
lemon trees, because of their tendency to flower and S\3t fruits rather 
quickly in response to an increase in number of leaves per fruit, tend 
to maintain greater uniformity in leaf-fruit ratio than most fruit 
trees. 

In an experiment carried out in an attempt to shift the period of 
heavy fruit setting from spring to late summer or fall, aU spring-set 
fruit and all flowers were removed on July 15 from alternate trees in a 
block of 50 trees under uniform cultural and irrigation treatments. 
The other 25 trees were left untreated as controls. The removal of 
all fruit except a very light crop that had set the previous fall resulted 
in a marked stimulation of flowering and set of fruit on the treated 
trees during August, September, and October. Fruit counts made at 
monthly intervals showed that by the last of October the numbpr of 
fruits per tree was nearly the same on the treated and control trees, 
though most of the fruits on the thinned trees were quite youn~. 
Measurements mjtde from August to December on comparable lots of 
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fruit on the thinned and control trees showed that there l"laS little 
difference in growth rate of fruit. 

Apparently, foods were largely utilized in the production of flowers 
and in setting a heavy crop of young fruit, rather than in increased 
growth of the older fruit. 

In the experiment previously mentioned, in which trees were main
tained at a definite leaf-fruit ratio, it was necessary to remove flowers 
and preset fruit periodically to maintain the higher leaf-fruit ratios, 
while the trees with low ratios set almost no fruit but pushed new 
shoots, so that leaves had to be removed to maintain the desired ratio. 

Because of this tendency of the lemon to adjust rather quickly the 
leaf..:fruit ratio to about 25 to 35 leaves per fruit, one of the most 
troublesome variables in fruit-growth studies is minimized to a con
siderable extent. However, it was found early in the course of the 
experiments that readjustment of leaf-fruit ratio does not take place 
for a long time on heavily pruned trees, and that trees from nonuniform 
buds may show considerable variability in leaf-fruit ratio. 

In growth measurements of lemon fruit, diurnal variations in 
volume must be taken into account. Each day there is a regular cycle 
of change in volume of a fruit. From sunrise to midday the volume 
may normally decrease 5 percent as a result of transpiration by the 
tree exceeding absorption. During late afternoon and night, if there 
is ample soil moisture, the fruits regain almost full turgor. 

There is also a cycle of change in water content that extends over 
each irrigation interval. For some days after the adjustment follow
ing an irrigation the fruits regain approximately full turgor during 
each night, but as time after irrigation increases and the am.ount of 
water in the soil decreases, the water deficit of the tree at. sunrise 
gradually increases. The rate of change in volume from day to day, 
determined by measurements of fruits made early in the morning 
before transpiration has become appreciable, provides a relative day
to-day measure of the changes in turgor of the fruit. The results of 
the following e::-..-periment make clear the relation of volume change to 
moisture content of fruit, specific gravity of fruit, and average dry 
weight per fruit, and show how the volume changes of fruit indicate 
the moisture conditions in the tree. 

Eureka lemon trees, growing on stony, sandy-loam soil where the 
irrigation interval was sufficiently extended for relatively high water 
deficits to develop before each irrigation, were used in this experiment. 
Figure 5 shows graphically an analysis of the relationship of changes 
in the moisture content of fruit, specific gravity, fresh weight per fruit, 
and dry weight per fruit throu~h one irrigation interval. 

The average volume per frUlt was determined from measurements 
made on 10 tagged fruits on each tree at each sampling date. Deter
minations of fresh weight, dry weight, and specific gravity were made 
from samples of fruit carefully selected on each sampling date to 
match the tagged fruit. From the average specific gra\Tity, the aver
age volume, and the percentage of dry weight it was possible to cal
culate approximately the fresh weight and dry weight of the tagged 
fruit tha.t remained on the trees throughout the test. .Measurements 
of fruit and samplings were made at about sunrise on each date. 
Measurements were made and samples of fruit were taken just before 
the irrigation water was applied on July 8 and 27. . 
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The curves of average volume perfruit iortrees 4 and 6 rose abruptly 
following irriga,tion on July 8, but from July 11 until July 24 the rate 
of volume gain decreased, and from July 24 to July 27 the fruit on 
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tree 4 decreased in volume and the fruit on tree 6 gained very little. 
The curves for fresh weight per iruit are seen to parallel closely those 
for average volume per fruit. The curves for dry weight per iruit do 
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not show changes corresponding to the changes h'1. fruit volume. 
It is obvious tha,t the e).-perimelltal error may be rather high for the 
determinations of dry weight per fruit, but it is practically certain 
that there is neither a sudden large change in dry weight per fruit 
during the periods just following irrigation nor a gradual dem'ease in 
dry-weight gain for some time prior to the irrigation on July 27. 

In short, it appears that the marked chu,nges in the rate ot appu.rent 
fruit growth shown in the volume curve from July 8 to August 1 can 
be attributed largely to chn,nges in percentage of moisture and that 
the fairly regular increase in dry weight per fruit may haye been un
affected by the changes in the percentage of moisture in the fruit. 

The curves for percentage of moisture in the fruit show a continuous 
rise, though at diminishing rates, until JUly 19. From July 19 until 
the trees were irrigated on July 27 the percentage of moisture decreased. 
From July 27 to A.ugust 1 it increased sharply in response to the irri
gation. Although, as has been shown by Caldwell (7), there is a 
seasonal increase in the percentage of moisture of citrus fruits accom
panied by chemical changes, and although it would actunJly be possible 
for both the turgor deficit and the percentage of moisture of fruits to 
incrense at the same time, the relative changes in the percentnge of 
moisture of fruit are very closely related to the changes in volmne. 

The curves showing the changes in the specific gravity of thesefrnits 
are almost exactly the reyerse of the percentage-of-moisture curves. 
Howeyer, the changes in specific gravity cannot be due entirely to 
changes in the ratio of water and solids. Calculations based on the 
assumption that the solids haye a specific granty of 1.5 suggest that 
roughly 40 percent of the change in specific grayity is clue to change 
in intercellular space in the fruit. 

The curves for percentage of moisture, specific gl'Uyity, a"\'eraf!:c 
volume per fruit, and average fresh weight per fruit show that mOIS
ture content, turgor of cells, and volume and mass of the fruit ar~ 
undergoing continuous change from one irrigation date to the next. 
This is typical of fruit on trees that are subjected to considemble wate!' 
shortage before each irrigation. 

It is clear from these experiments that the changes in the volume of 
fruit OWl' short periods of time provide an excellent index of the rela
tive moisture deficit of the tree, but that true growth lllay not be 
measured accuratelv for periods shorter than an irrigation inten'al. 
The gain in volumefrom one period of full turgor to the next or for all 
entire season should proyide a reliable measure of the true growth 
rate of fruit. Rates of change in fruit volume oyer periods of time 
shorter than one complete irrigation interval are termed apparent 
growth rates, since the influence of water content of fruit rnav obscure 
tbe true growth o"\-er shorter intervals. ~ 

SOlI_MOISTURE DETERMINATIONS 

One of HIe first tasks in tbe soil-moisture work was to study the 
variability in root distribution and its effect on rates of extraction of 
soil moisture. Trenching showed &,reat variation in density of roots, 
and it WtlS desired to leal'll somethlllg of the corresponding variation 
in extraction of moisture. For this purpose, unit areas equinllent to 
one tree space were used and 10 points for sampling located within 
this unit area, as indicated in figure 6. Rates of extraction of soil 
moisture were determined separately for each foot in depth at each of 
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the 10 locations. On these plots and on all those ff)llowing in this 
bulletin, the loose mulch or the toe 4 inches of soil was removed and 
sampling started from below the soil mulch, so that the top foot of soil 
represents the first foot of the root zone of the trees. 

Rates of extraction of soil moisture were determined l:P"aphically 
from plotted records of soil-moisture contents as illustrated m figure 7. 
The slope of the mean line through the plotted points of moisture per
centages was used as a measure of the average rate of extraction of 

c do o 

.10 

6 
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FIGt:RE 6.-Soil-sampling plan. seSBon of 1932. Nos. 1 to 10 bdicate sample locations in relation to trees. 
indicated by letters a to d. Circles indicate spread of branches. Perpendicular lines indicate irrigation 
ditches. 

~oisture. This might also be calculated from t 1e difference in 
moisture contents on successive dates of samplin~. However, when 
it is considered that each new sample is at least 6 mches distant from 
previous samples, a mean line is preferred as representative of the 
avera~e extraction of moisture from the soil mass immediately sur
rounding the point of reference. 

Within the wide range .in moisture contents from field capacity 
down to the wilting range there was no apparent restriction to the rate 
of withdrawal of moisture around samplin~ locations with relatively 
high root concentrations. .Rates of extractIOn were as great when the 

~8957°--3~ 
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moisture content of the soil approached the wilting range as when the 
soil was near field capacity. A straight-line relationship flom field 
capacity down to the wi:lting range might be taken as e.vidence that 
the soil moisture is just as readily available near the wilting rflJlge as 
when at field capacity. On the other hand, as the moisture content 
of the soil decreases there may be a gradual rise in water deficit and a 
corresponding rise in suction pressure within the plant. The increase 
in the sllction pressure of plant tissue may be just sufficient to over
come the increasing resistance to absorption of moisture from the soil 
a,s the soil-moisture content decreases from field capacity to the 
wilting range. 

""11ere. there were unirrigated strips of soil along the tree lines, the 
samples were used to determine_ the lower limits of l'eadily availa,ble 
moisture. Volues obtained in this manner were checked against 
laboratory determinations of wilting with sunflower plants. The 
manner in wbirh field wilting points were determined wjll be under
stood from the fo'lowing illustration. By refenillg to figure 4 it may 
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be seen from the extmetion curve for location H tlHlt thel'C is a more 
or less abrupt chlLnge in the mte of loss of moisture at 11 pereent ill 
moisture content. This point represents thefiE.'ld wilting point. 
Reeords like this are often obtained in zones of high root coneentra
tion, especially along dry tree lines when the major part of the Toot 
zone is irrigated find has ample water. The break in the curye for 
location H corresponcls fairly well with the upper end of the wilting 
range as det('rmined ,vith sunflower plants. In those cases in which 
large numbers of samr.les had been taken, so that the CUITes were well 
defined, the field 'wIlting points were determined grnphiruJIy. A 
straight line WfiS drawn from lL poin t representing fwld capacity down 
through points 011 the soil...:moisture-timc scnle. Another stl'llight line 
WfiS drawn through tbe points lying ,vitbin the wilting rfinge and WfiS 
extended back to the l(lft until it crossed the first line. The point Itt 
which the two liTH'S cross was considered us an Ilpproximation of the 
field wilting poin t. This results in a vahle of 11 percell t for location 
II, figure 4. 

Field wilting points represent values to which moisture cont(lnts are 
readily reduced in unirrigated parts of the soil when ample moisture 
is maintained in the irrigated portions of the TOOt zone. Table 1 gives 
a comparison of field wilting points, determined as describ(ld ubo,"e, 
and ultimate wilting points, determined in a gr(l(lnbOlISe with sun
,flower plants, In this table total range in moisture percentage from 
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field capacity down to the ultimate wilting point is given in column 5. 
Column 6 lists the difference between the field wilting point and the 
ultimate wilting point, and column 7 is the ratio of this difference to 
the total available moisture. The avemge of all values of the ratio 
is 0.2. Expressed in terms of percentage of total available moisture, 
the field wilting point in this case represents a moisture content that 
is 20 percent above the ultimate wilting point as determined with 
sunflower plants. 

TABLE I.-Comparison of field capacity, 1ilti'1llate wilting point, and field wilting 
point, orchard .M, 1932 

FIRST FOOT 

Field Field wilt·Ultimate Field capacity ing point RatioField wiltingPlot wilting less ulti- lessulti· (column 6+capacity point (slln point mille wilt- mate wilt· column 5)flowers) ing point ing point 

Percent Percent Perce lit PerceTli Perce'ni 
A_•••.••....••••••__.•._......._ 20.0 6. S U.4 13.2 2.6 0.20 
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Avernge. __ ............. __ i-..---I·----C:-:~-.--l .. -. !.. .23 

A\"era~e of nil ,"ulues (0 to 3 I I: 

teet} ••..• __ •.• ____ .•_.••. ' • , .21 
__________'____._. ____~ ___.~_l___ .~________.__'____ 

.As long as ample moistme is maintained in the irrigated parts of 
the soil, moisture contents in the remaining unirrigated pnrt of the 
root zone do not closely approach the ultimate wilting point. .As indi
cated in. figures 1 to 4, it is only when severe water shortage develops 
in the plant that moistw-e contents as low as the ultimat.e w'ilting 
point are reached. 
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During 1932 certain of the orchard plots were maintained with ample 
moisture in the irrigated part of the root zone. The unirrigated stnps 
along the tree line were sampled in September, 7 months after the soil 
had been moistened to field capacity by spring rains. The results, 
listed in table 2, show that moisture contents in the unirri~ated strips 
along the tree lines were not reduced very far into the wilting range 
in plots where ample moisture was maintained in the irrigated area. 
High values in the second and third foot indicate sparse root popula
tion. In later test plots where the trees were !1ubjected to severe 
water shortage, moisture contents' of the unirrigated tree lines ap
proached the ultimate wilting point in the zones of greatest root 
density. 

TABLE 2.-1"'Joisture content of soil along 'Unirrigaii'id tree lines in September 193i!, 
·inrelatio1! to field capacity and ultimate wilting point, orchard M 

FIRST FOOT 

Ultimate Field capac. r.lol~turo 
wilting Moisture Ity less content or Ratio 

Row Tree point content ultimate sample lessField (column
capacity 7+col·(sun· or field wilting ult.lmate 

Howers) point ,. tltlng umn 6)
point 

8.-•..••.••.•.•••.•.•....--.I---=-1 Per~~l~~ Perc~~~ Perc~~~ PtTC~~4 P.,.ce~~4 0.15 

8........................... \ i-8 17.3 5.3 7.8 12.0 2.5 .21 

D.......................... , 3-1 13.3 3.9 5.6 U.4 1.7 .18 

9........................... \ 8-9 19.7 6.0 8.9 13.7 2.9 .21 

10........................ ; -l-5 15.3 4.2 0.5 11.1 2.3 .21 

10......................... , ;·8 19.7 5.6 7.5 14.1 1.9 .13 


A\.eruge.............. j .................... ----......... -....................... _ .... . IS 

1 

SECOKD FOOT 

8 ... ~._ ... ~ .. ~ ... _.. ___ .. __ .... __ ... ~! 3-4 13.9 4.8 i.2 D.l 2.4 0.26 
8•.••• _..................... i' 7-8 li.5 6.0 9.0 11.5 3.9 .34 

0........................... ' 3-4 15.2 5.0 8.9 10.2 3.9 .38

o ..•..•.•..••.•..•••••.••... 8-0 18.2 6.2 .10.. 6 12.0 4.4 .37 
10 ........................ .. -l-5 16.5 5.4 8.6 11.1 3,2 .29 
10......................... . 7-8 20.4 6.5 9.6 13.~ 3.1 .22 

Average ......................................................................._ •••. .31 


'1'EURD FOOT 

t===:=:=:=::::::::::::::::1 ~j I' IU U J~ J~ H o:~ 
D____• __ • __....__........... 8·0 14.5 6. 1 9.8 S.4 3.7 .44 
10.......................... 4-5 17.0 6.2 0.9 .10.6 3.7 .34 

110.............. __ .......... ;·8 16.1 6.3 10.3 U.S 4.0 .41 


Average........................1..__ ...... -..............----........-................ --.3-7 


In the light of these tests it seems futile to attempt to set a definite 
percentage above which soil moisture is considered availableior growth 
and below which it is not available for growth. Irrigated orchard 
trees not only have a variable root distribution but also have variable 
proportions of their root zones irrigated. The zones of highest feeder
root concentration are reduced in moisture content most rapidly and 
come to a stage of transitory equilibrium which remains as long as 
ample moisture can be obtained by the tree from other parts of the 
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root zone. The yalue for such a stage of equilibrium will depend on 
the proportion of the root zone with ample available moisture and on 
the opportunity for transpiration. If an increased moisture deficit 
is brought about in the tree either by an increase in transpiration or 
from a restriction in the available supply within the irrigated root zone, 
then the moisture content of the dry zone will drop to a lower value 
and come to a new stage of equilibrium. Equilibrium points or field 
wilting points may be determined in the field for certain sets of condi
tions, but the values may change when different degrees of water 
deficit are developed within the trees. A wilting range may be deter
mined wi.thin fairly close limits by using sunflower plants under cer
tain prescribed conditions in the greenhouse. For the work with 
orr:hard plots it has seemed best to establish the wilting range from 
tests with well-established sunflower plants under greenhouse condi
tions, or from dry tree lines when conditions were favorable, and then 
to make comparisons between the orchard plots on the basis of degree 
of water deficit developed uncler different methods of irrigation. 
A~ a result of these tests, the ,vilting range was determined to be 

about 20 percent of the total available moisture above the ultimate 
wilting points, ·as established by sunflower plants under greenhouse 
conditions, for the orchard plots used in 1932, 1933, and 1934. 

Field capacities were determined in the spril1O" of the year after 
rains, from soil samples taken at frequent intervals durin~. ~e period 
of rapid drainage. Field capacity represents the upper limit of the 
capacity of the soil to store water in the field, ancl its yalue lllay be 
influenced by a number of factors. The amount of water applied 
and its temperature are important. Determinations under orchard 
conditions are also influenced by the rate of transpiration during the 
period of rapid drainage. All field-capacity determinations were 
made in the winter or early sprin~, in order to obtain yalues represent
ing the ma:~dmlUn water-holding capacity of the soil. 

FRUIT GROWTH IN RELATION TO MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE SOIL 

ORCHARO M. SEASON OF 1932 

Orchard ;\:[ is one of the older orchards in the San Dimas area. 
;\lanyof the trees are lacking in -rigor and are in a state of decline so 
that growth rate of fruit is low and much of the fruit fails to reach 
picking size before it becomes tree l·ipe. The O\vner's practice has been 
to apply water in five furrows, thereby watering about 60 percent of 
the area. Since 1925 the furrows have been left open for two irriga
tions and "veed growth has been disked under three times a year. 
More intensive eultivation of the soil had been praeticed prior to that 
time, and a dense plow sole had oeen formed below the depth of culti
vation. 

During the eOlU'se of the e~'Periments eonducted on this orehard 
various efforts were made to impro\-e the condition of the trees by 
changes in irrigation pmctice. Irrigation in alternate middles on 
successive dutes of irrigation was tried in order to dry the soil out as 
thoroughly as practicable and yet maintain a Teady supply of moisture 
on one side of the trees. The previously unirrigated tree line was 
watered on another plot, so that 100 percent of the soil 'was wetted at 
each irrigation. Other trees were left unirr-igated at various seasons 
until vislble signs of water shortage appeared. One block was left 
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?-llcultivated f~r 3 years and the cover mowed. At times temporary 
Improvements ill appearanee of the trees were noted, but none of the 
treatments had sufficient effect to change the relative ratings of the 
difJ'erent plots at the conclusion of the tests. 

Red scale was present in the orchard but was controlled satisfac
torily by oil spray in 1932 and by fumigation thereafter. There were 
rather severe illfestations of red mite (red spider) each spring, and the 
trees were dusted with sulphur for control, but the mites caused con
siderable damage to the foliage. 

The e)..-periments carried out on three of the field plots in this 
orchard were designed to show the effect on fruit growth of wetting 
different proportions of the soil mass in the principal root zone. Ex
periments were carried out on two plots to determine the effect of 
allowing the trees to undergo severe water deficit, followed by appli
cation of irrigation water, on the production of flowers and set of 
fruit during the late summer. This practice is followed occllsionally 
by some growers for the purpose of causing an abnormally hca,-}T 
bloom and set of fruit in late summer or early fall. 

The soil on which the field plots in orchard M were located is clas~i
fied as Ramona clay loam. This is a secondary soil, modemtely 
weathered, but without shtlrply defined horizons. The surface soil is 
brown, moderately friable: puddles when wet, and is approximately 2 
feet deep. The surface soil grades gradually into dense reddish-brown 
subsoil. 

The trees are Eureka lemon and in 1932 were about 40 vears old. 
As is to be a"\.-pected in a grove of this age, the trees are quite yariable 
in size and ngor. The size of the plots was varied so as to include in 
each at least 10 trees from which records eould be taken. All plots 
were irrigated by the. fmrow method. One guard row was main
tained on each SIde of each plot. 

Treatments were applied to the plots as follows: 
Plot A-B.-The entire soil area occupied by the trees was irrigated, bnt water 

was applied in alternate middlcs, designated as jJlots A and B, on alternate irri
gation dates. 

Plot C.-At each application of water the elltire area occupied by the trees w:;." 
irrigated. 

Plot D.-At each application of water 60 percent of the soil area between each 
·two rows was wetted, and a strip of soil along each row of trees, compri,;ing 40 
percent of the area occupied by the trees, was not irrigated at all. It was planned 
to maintain ample moisture in the irrigated area at all times. 

Plot H.-Water was applied in the middles in a strip comprising 60 percent of 
the area, and the tree row comprising '10 percent of the area remained clry. This 
plot was clried out severely in August 1932. 

Plot I.-The entire area occupied by the trees was irrigated. This plot was 
dried out severely in July 1932. 

Trenches 4 to 5 feet deep were dug at several locations in tbe plots 
to determine the distribution of roots. Trenches 10 f(>et long, at right 
angles to the tree row and extending from a point on the tree line to 
near midway betwe(;n the rows, were dug, and the position of e1tch 
root on the soil profile e)..-posed was plotted on a chart. All charts of 
root distribution sLJwn in this bulletin represent the distribution of 
roots 10 or more feet from the treE:'< trunk. 

Figme 8 shows the distribu tion of roots in typical profiles in orchard 
~f. It js obvious that the distribution is not uniform. Large areas, 
a foot or more across, on the profile showed no roots. In other areas 
the roots were found concentrated in "islands." In this soil there 
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seemed to be no difference in texture, color, or other distinguishable 
characteristics between the soil masses containing a high concentration 
of roots and those devoid of roots. There were no remains of dead 
roots in the areas devoid of roots, ann, considering the good internal 
drainage of this soil, it seems unlikely that waterlogging caused the 
roots in parts of the root zone to be killed some years before the 
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F1GURE R.-Distribution of lemon tree roots in a soil profile in orchard M, Ramona clay loam. Circles 

denote lateral roots; dots, feeder roots. A, Location 4-3. Density of this soil increases with depth. No 
sharply defined horizons. Top fOOL compact, but 1 to 4 feet depth in eloollent physical condition. Soil 
wet in areas devoid of roots. B. Location 1()-15. Density of this soil increnses with d~pth. Soil denser 
than at location 4-3. Physical condition good. No sharply defined horizons. Snilwet in areas devoid 
of roots. 

trenches were dug. There appears to be no obvious explanation for 
the nonuniformity of root distribution in orchnrd M. 

The relationship between apparent frtrit growth and soil moisture 
of plot A-B, ,drich was irrigated in alternate middles, is shown by 
the line and bar graphs in figure 9. The line graphs represent the 
average volume per fruit of representative samples of winter-set, 
spring-set, and summer-set fruits during the irrigation season. The 
bar (Sraphs show the percentage of soil moisture in the A and B middles 
(deSignated plot A and plot B) to a depth of 4 feet. 

The four vertical lines at each sampling date represent, respectively, 
the range in soil-moisture contents of each of the top 4 feet of soil. 
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The soljd dots in cuch line represent the moisture contents of single 
samples. Irrigtttion water was applied at different times on the A 
and B middles (designated as plots A and B). The da,tes of irriga,tion 
are shown by solid bars. The field capa,city and the ultimatc ,,;ilting 

FlGeRE D.-Volume or rruit, mo;,tllre coutent, field capacity, willing range, lind, at tile 100...'r rn'l or the 
wilting ruuge, tile Ultimate wilting point or tbo soU, aud datos or irrigations, riot A' n, orchard 1\1, W:12. 

point, detc'rmined directly by growinO' sunflowers in soil in dosed 
containers, are for the top 2 feet of soil. The wilting runge is shown 
as 20 percent of the total available moisture. Fieldellpacities and 
wilting ran~es yary somewhat "..ith depth, and to avoid confusion 
on the graphs, values for the lower depths are onlitted. 
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A striking feature of the data shown in figure 9 is the wide variation 
in moisture content of the different samples from each foot depth 
throughout the entire season. The apparent growth rate, as indi
cated by the slope of the fruit-volume curves, was affected only 
slightly by variations in soil-moisture content. until late in July. The 
fruit volume curves sho,,~ that the trees were again suffering appreci
able water deficits when plot B was irrigated on September 6. After 
this hTigation the apparent grO\,,~h rate of fruits indicates no further 
water defirit until October 10. The decrease in apparent growth 
rate from October 20 to 31 was caused largely by unusually low 
humidity and high winds. The apparent growth rate of the fruits 
on pLot A-B shows that, since there was no further rise in the apparent 
growth rate following the irrigation of plot A on September 17, the 
trees reo-ained full turgor from the irrigation of plot B on September 6. 
The soll samples from plot A-B suggest that water was extracted 
principally from the section with the higher moisture content, and 
that even after long periods without irrigation the soil in the driest 
section still had portions with high moisture contents. For example, 
plot B was not irrigated from May 20 to July 15, a period of 56 days, 
yet the samples taken on July 8 show that over two-thirds of the soil 
in the top 2 feet wm:. htill above the wilting range. The next irrigation 
interval, July 15 to September 6, was 53 days. The samples taken 
on August 30 also show that oyer two-thirds of the soil in the top 2 
feet was above the wilting range. However, by comparing figures 
9 and 10 it is apparent that the alternate irrigation system used on 
plot A-B aecomplished the desired effect of allowing a greater pro
portion of the soil to be dried down into the 'wilting range. 

On plot 0 the en tire soil area from tree line to tree line was irriga ted. 
On plot D the middles, comprising about 60 percent of the area, were 
irrigated, and a strip along the tree line comprising 40 percent of the 
.area was left unirrigated all season. The fruit-volume and soil-mois
ture data for plots 0 and D are sho'wn in the graphs of figure 10. 

On plot 0 the apparent growth rate of fruit was unaffected by varia
tions III soil-moisture content until about July 4. The fruit-volume 
curyes show that there was slight water deficit from July 4 to 15. 
Water was applied on July 15. The soil samples taken on July 8 
indicate that part of the soil in the top foot was in the wilting ran~e. 
Although the next irrigation interval, July 15 to August 12, was rela
tively short, the slope of the fruit-volume curve shows that the trees 
suffered the most seyere water deficit of the season from August 1 to 
12. The soil samples taken on August 11 indicate that the soil in the 
top 3 feet was relath-ely dr~y on this date. The apparent growth rate 
again indirates slight water deficit in the trees just before the irrigation 
of September 17. The soil samples taken on September 9 suggest that 
only a small proportion of the soil was in the wilting range by Septem
ber 17. Following the irrigation of September 17 the apparent growth 
rate of fruit was high and unifornl until October 17. 

Applications of irrigation water were made on plot D on the same 
dates as on plot C. The soil-moisture percentages shown in figure 10 
are for samples taken from the \vetted soil area. With plot Don the 
same irrigation schedule as plot C, and with only 60 percent of the 
soil area wetted, it was to be expected that the trees on plot D would 
show S{'Y('I'(, wntPI' dpfi('its before each irrigation. But it is apparent 

98957'-:)9--4 
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from the CID'ves represen ting fruit volume that the trees on plot D 
suffered somewhat less wuter deficit than those on plot C. The soil
moistID'e percentages show that only five soil samples of all those 

taken during the season were in the wilting range. The trees on 
plot D were somewhat smaller than those on plots A-B and C and 
a2parently extracted moisture at a lower rate. It is clear that with 
all of the soil in 60 percent of the root zone maintained above the 
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wilting range all season the trees on plot D suffered only slight water 
deficit. 

The total seasonal ~rowth of fruit on plots A-B, C, and D was not 
significantly different m spite of the differences in method of irrigation 
or in amount of soil wetted at each irrigation. The results on plots 
A-B and D indicate that lemon trees may receive an adequate water 
supply under the en"vironmental conditions of these experiments if the 
moisture content of the soil in 50 to 60 percent of the are&. occupied 
by the root system is maintained at high values so that most of the 
roots in the wetted zone are always kept in contact with soil above 
the wilting range. 

The treatment of plots H and I was designed to determine the effect 
of severe drying of the soil and subsequent irrigation in summer on the 
production of abnormally heavy bloom in late summer or early fall. 
The fruit-growth and soil-moisture data are presented (fig. 11) to show 
the relation between the apparent growth rate of fruit and the soil
moisture conditions when the trees were showing severe water deficit. 

Plot I was not irrigated from M~y 7 to August 2, a period of 87 days. 
By June 24 the percentage of mOIsture of a few samples from the t.op 
foot of soil was in the "lilting range, and the number of samples in this 
range gradually increased during July. The sampling of August 1 
showed a large part of the top 2 feet of soil in the wilting range. 

A comparison of the slope of the spring-set fruit-volume CUITes for 
plots H and I shows that the apparent growth rate of the fruit on 
plot I was appreciably less than that on plot H from July 4 to the 
time of irrigation of plot I on August 2. Before the application of 
water on August 2 the trees on plot I were shedding old leaves and 
sho,,,-ing some rolling of younger leaves during midday, a stage of 
water deficit in citrus which corresponds to temporary wilting in thin
leaved plants. During August and September the trees suffered only 
slight water deficit, as indicated both by apparent growth rate of fruit 
and by the soil-moisture percentages. The fruit-volume curves indi
cate that plot I suffered considerable water deficit during October. 

Plot H was allowed to dry out during August. The fruit-volume 
curves show that the apparent growth rate of the fruit was reduced 
from about August 1 to September 6 by moisture deficit in the tree. 
The percentages of moisture in the soil samples fail t.o indicate the 
severe moisture shortage in the trees, since the samples taken on 
August 31 show only a small proportion with percentages in the ,,-ilt
ing range. But as a matter of fact many of the trees were shedding 
old leaves and all trees on the plot showed rolling of the leaves at mid
day for several days before water was applied on September 6. 

Since appreciable parts of the soil on plots H and I remained moist 
through these extended periods without irrigation , it may be conclu,led 
that the use of cover crops is essential if it is desired to dry the soil out 
more completely. Summer cover crops are apt to cause acute short
age of water in the trees unless there is enough additional water 
availa ble to take care of the needs of both trees and cover crop. \,\11('11 
additional water is not available, a cover crop may be grown in 
alternate middles and the remaining middles kept clean cultivat{'d. 
(The term "middles" is used to designate the spaces between adjac{,llt 
tree rows.) With a cover crop in alternate middles, all trees in the 
orchard may have readily available moisture in at least one-half of 
their root zone while the alternate middles are drying out. The trees 
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may thus be maintained without serious water deficit while half of 
the soil in the orchard is being thoroughly dried out (8). This ap
pears to be the most effective plan for drying out the soil in decadent 
orchards 'without causing serious water shortage in the trees and with

20~~~~--~-r~r-~-.~r-~-r-.--.--r-'--'-'-~--rI 
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FIGURE H.-Volume or rruit. moisture content. field capsrity. wilting range, and, at the lower end or tho 
wilting range, the ultimate \vilting point or the soil, and datos or irrigations, plot~ n nnd 1, orchard M, 
1932. 

out the need of extra water for growing a cover crop. ,"Vhen alter
nate middles are being dried out, particular cure should be used to 
keep ample moisture in the soil on the irrigated side of all trees. 
With the soil on only one side of the tree irrigated, the moisture 
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content uf the irrigated soil should be maintained at slightly higher 
values than when all of the soil is wet,ted at each irrigation. 

Orchard M is situated in the intermediate climatic zone of the south 
coastal basin of California in an area where the average amount of 
water used is 21 inches a year. Plot A-B, irrigated in alternate 
middles, received 26.0 inches of water in 1932, and plot C 
25.9 inches. Extra water was required for these plots in order to wet 
all of the soil. Plot D received 20.6 inches of water in 1932 and WtlS 

irrigated in a manner similar to the usual commercial practice in this 
area. On plot H one irrigation was eliminated and the seasonal 
application was 16.2 inches. Plot I had a period of drying out, but 
water was applied over 100 percent of the plot when it was irrigated, 
and the total for the senson of 1932 wns 22.2 inches. 

Considering the results from all of the plots on orchard M in ] 932, 
it is obvious tbat the relation between variations in soil moisture 
and the apparent fruit growth is not very definite. From an examina
tion of the data on soil moisture alone it would be difficult or impossible 
to determine when the trees suffered water shortage. The charts 
illustrating the root distribution in this orchard show why average 
soil-moisture determinations are inadequate as a means of determining 
when the trees are suffering water shortage. 

If in this orchard applications of irrigation water had not been made 
until the average moisture content of the top 3 or 4 feet of soil was in 
the wilting range, it is practically certain that most of the trees would 
have suffered rather severe water deficit before each irrigation. 
Though the relation between soil moisture and apparent fruit growth 
is obscured by the lack of uniformity of root distribution, the soil 
samples show that the moisture content of a part of the soil in the root 
zone had been reduced into the wilting range when reduction in 
apparent growth of fruit-s, which could be attributed to moisture 
shortage, occurred. 

The avernge volume gnin per fruit for the spring-set and summer
set fruits on the several plots of orchard M is shown in table 3. The 
differences are of doubtful significance, though possibly the smaller 
size of the summer-set fruits on plots H and I may have beencallsed 
by periods of severe water deficit. 

These experiments were repeated in 1933 with substantially the 
same results. In 1933 the leaf-fruit ratios were determined by counts 
at monthly intervals of the leaves and fruits on five representative 
br8,nches per tree. The leaf-fruit ratios were quite high, and there 
appeared to be little relationship between apparent growth rate and 
number of leaves per fruit. 

TABLE 3.-Average volume gain per fruit 0/ spring-set jruit Jor the period June 23 
to October 10 and slunmer-setfruitfor the period August 8 to October 31. orchard Jlf. 
1932 

Plot Spring'set Summer·set Ii Plot ISpring'set Summer·set 
_______1____1____ ------ 11 

Co Co Co 
A-II ••_.............. . 48.2 45. H 21)0 

C.................. .. 45.7 Co 27. 2",' 1LL.......... . ..... 48.6
25.4 ___ " 2·1.1 
D .................. _.. .. 53.9 25.7 

1 I 
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ORCHARD p. SEASONS OF 1932-34 

Orchard P is located on a soil of the Placentia sE'ries. The surface 
~oil is reddish-brown loam, friable when at the proper moisture con
tent for cultivation, but sticky when wet. If cultivated when dry 
it pulverizes into flourlike dust. The surface soil in this orchard IS 
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FlGl'RE 12.~Distribution of lemon tree roots in B soil proflle in orchar.d ,P, Placentia loam. Circles denote 
lateml roots: dots, feeder roots. A, Location 4-9: a. Loam surface soil. darkened by organic matter, 
friable; b. clay loam subsoil. dense but cracked into columnar blocks; c.loamy clay. very dense,no cmcks~ 
B, Location 10-5: a, Loam surface soil, friable. deep culth."Uon probable cause of1ack of roots; b, clay loam, 
increasing density from 1· to 4-foot depth, some rotten gmni.te 3- to 4-foot de"'::'. 

1 to 2 feet deep. The subsoil is red and very dense, and upon drying 
it cracks into columnar blocks. 

The trees in this orchard are Eureka lemon, and in 1932 they were 
13 years old. The trees were smail, but the root systems were found 
to spread over the entire area between the rows and to extend to a 
depth of 3 or more feet, thou~b: in most of the profile the concentra
tion of roots is very low. FIgure 12 shows the root distribution in 
typical profiles in tillS orchard. It is clear from this chart that root 
distribution is quite variable. At location 4-9 (fig. 12, A) there are 
no roots below 2.5 feet, but there is a fair distribution in the upper 
2.5 feet. .At location 10-5 (fig. 12, B) there are few roots in the top 
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foot. Below 1 foot depth the root population is not dense but ex
tends to 4 feet, though there are large. areas on the profile devoid of 
roots. Seveml other profiles examined in this orchard showed wide 
variation in root distribution, though in geneml the highest concen
tration of roots was found in the top 2 feet of soil. 

In orchard P four plots of three or four rows, each plot separated 
by one border row, were ltlid out. 

The purpose of the experiments on plots A and B of orchard P 
\vas to determine the effect of differences in soil-moisture content on 
the total seasonal gI"Owth, the apparent growth, and the yield of fruit. 

The treatlU'imts on plots C and D were given to determine the effect 
of severe water deficit followed by an autple water supply on the 
stinmlation of flowering, but the data on fruit-volume increase and 
soil moisture are presented in this bulletin since they show the response 
of the trees to severe water shortage. 

The treatments applied were as follows: 
Plot A.-The entire area except a very narrow strip along the tree line was 

irrigated by furrows. It was planned to irrigate at such frequent intervals that 
ihe trees would show little or no water shortage. 

Plot B.-The middles, comprising about 80 percent of the :Joil area, were Irri
gated, and the tree lines were unirrigated ail season. It was planned to make 
the intervals between irrigations long enough to cause a measurable water deficit 
In the tree before each irrigation. 

Plots C and D.-Plots C and D were dried out severely in the summer, but 
!'xcept for the one p!'riod of severe water deficit, irrigations were sufficient to 
pre\·ent acute water shortage. On both plots the entire area, except a narrow 
;;trip along the tree line, \\"11:, wetted at each irrigation. Plot C was allowed to 
dry out in July 1932, plot D in August 1932. 

The fruit-volume measurements of the winter-set, spring-set, and 
summer-set fruits and the percentage of moisture of samples from the 
top 4 feet of soil from plots A and Bare shO\vn in figure 13. It is ap
parent thtl,t the most rapid reduction in soil-moisture content following 
wetting occurs in the top foot of soil on both plots A and B. 

On plot A the apparent growth rate appears to have been unaffected 
by changes in soil moisture lmtil about the last of June. The sam
pling of July 2 indicates that most of the soil in the top foot wus 
close to the wilting range. Samples from the 2- to 4-foot zones were 
all well above the wilting range. The sampling on August 9 showed 
that the percentage of moisture of most of the samples from the top 
foot were again close to the wilting rang~. 

After the irrigation on July ]4 the apparent growth rate was high 
until July 25. From then until the next application of water on 
August 11 the apparent growth rate indicated water shortage. The 
samplings on July 22 and 29 showed that all of the soil wus above the 
wilting mngf.', and on August 9 two samples in the top foot were in 
the wilting range.. By August 29 the apparent growth mte had again 
declined, and the soil samples taken on this date show that the 
moisture content of only two st~mples in the top foot were close to the 
wil ting mnge. 

The apparent growth rate of fruits on plot B indicated that the 
water deficit of the trees just before the applications of irrigutioll 
water was somewhat greater than for plot A, and the moisture CO[1

tents of more samples were in the wilting range on plot B. The area 
of soil wetted on plot A wus greater than on plot B, and it is possible 
that this was a factor of some importallce in this orchard where. n 
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large part of the root activity is in the first foot of soil. For the period 
of June to September, inclush-e, plot A received four applications of 
Witter and plot B only three. 

Table 4 shows that there was au appreciable differeuce in total 
seasonn.l growth of the fl'uits on the two plots. The number of trees 
on plots A and B was so lal'ge that" in spite of nonuniformity of tl'ees 
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FIGt:RE 13.-Volume of fruit, moisture content. field capacity, wilting range, and, "lthe lower end of the 
"'Hting muge, the ulthnute wilting point of til(' ~llil, and rlates of irrigations, pIOL~ A and B, orchard P, 
lY32. 
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and lack of yield records before the treatments were applied, it seems 
likely that the differences in yield on these plots for the period covering 
the harvest of fruits that were affected by the treatments may be 
significant. There were 36 record trees on plot A and 45 on plot B. 
The average yield per tree for the period from June 27,1932, to May 
29, 1933, was: Plot A, 111.9±5.3 pounds; plot B, 96.9±4.4 pounds. 
The increased yield per tree of plot A over that of plot B was roughly 
15 percent. The average volume gain per fruit on plot A over that of 
plot B as indicated by the fruit measurements was roughly 20 percent. 
The discrepancy between yield and fruit-volume data may possibly be 
accounted for by the fact that some of the fruits were 3carcely affected 
by the treatments during the early part of the harvest period. . 

TABLE 4.-Average lolal voll:me gain per fruil of vnnler-sel, spring-set, and slImmer
set fruiL"1, plots A and B, orchard P, 1982 

I 
. Winter·sct, Spring-set, Summer-set, 

Plot Apr. 25 to May 30 to Aug. 9 to 
\. Sept. J3 Nov. I Nov. I 

Co Co Co 
.-\............•.......•................................ -....... . 62.0 I 61.0 .28.0 

B •••••.•••.••••. •..••••••_._ ••_••. _••••_•••••••.••••••••••_._. ' 52.5 I 50.5 24..0 

In the fall of 1932 the trees in orchard P were partly defoliated by 
wind. ~<\lmost no fruit was set in the spring of 1933, so that the trees 
carried only the fruits set in the fall of 1932. The irrigation treatments 
in 1933 were similar to those of 1932. The most striking result of the 
1933 treatments was the effect of the water supply of the trees on the 
rate at which they recovered a normal leaf surface. The shoot growth 
and production of leaves on plot A were strikingly superior to those 
of plot B. In the spring of 1934 the trees were again carrying a normal 
leaf surface and a normal crop of fruit. Except that plotB was sub
jected to greater water deficit before application of ir.rigation water 
in 1934 than in 1932, the irrigation treatments of plots A and B in 
1934 were similar to those in 1932. 

The records from 'the trees on plots A and B in 1934 during the 
spring months of April, May, and June showed that for a period of 
10 to 15 days after the fruits had ~ained full turgor follo\\'ing Irrigation 
the apparent growth rate was relatively uniform at 0.6 to 0.7 cc per 
day. After ~his brief period of rapid volume gain the rate of gain 
gradually decreased. In plot B this gradual decrease continued for 
30 days before water was applied. At the end of this period the rate of 
gain was 0.3 cc per day. The trees were not wilted, and doubtless the 
fruits would have continued to increase in size for some time lon~er 
without application of irrigation water; but many leaves were shOWIng 
the change from bright green to a dull yellowish tinge characteristic 
of lemon trees after prolonged water shortage. It appears that on 
this soil type the widely dispersed roots in the subsoil continue for a 
long time to extract sufficient water to prevent wilting and to allow 
continued growth of fruit at a low rate. 

The results obtained on plots C and D, which were subjected to 
severe water shortage during one irrigation interval, are shown in 
figure 14. 

!.l89li7 D-39--5 
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Plot C was irrigated on April 20, 1932, but received no more water 
until August 5. The trees were apparently already suffering water 
shortage when the fruit measurements were begun on June 23. The 

FIGURE H.-Volume of fruit, moisture content. field capadty, wilting ran~e, and. at the lower end of the 
wilting range, the ultirnlltc wilting point of the s/)i1.anrllll\tl~' of irrigations, plot., (' and D. orchard 1', 
1932. 

soil samples taken on .Juiv20 und 27 showed that the moisture content 
of the top foot was reiati\reiy low. For 18 days ufter the irrigation on 
August 5 the apparent gro\\"th rate showed no decline, but between 
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August 22 and 30 the rate of volume gain indicated water deficit. 
The sampling of August 29 showed that the moisture content of the 
:first foot of soil was low, but all samples were above the wilting range. 
From September 9 to October 4 no water deficit was indicated by the 
apparent growth rate. From October 18 to December 22 the apparent 
growth rate was relatively uniform but was lower than during Sep
tember. All plots of both orchards M and P showed this drop ill 
apparent growth rate, which was undoubtedly due to unfavorable 
weather conditions, and in orchard P also to partial defoliation of the 
trees by wind. 

Arter the application of water on plot D on June 28, the fruit
volume curve shows that the volume increased nt a uniform rate until 
July 28. From then until the application of water on September 8 
the apparent growth rate gradually decreased. The moisture content 
of the first foot of soil deereased rapidly, and that of the second, third, 
and fourth feet slowly, from July 20 to Sep.tember 1. On September 
1 part of the first foot of soil was in the 'wilting range. 

It is obvious that it would be difficult to tell when to irrigate from 
the soil-moisture determinations alone. Appreciable water deficits 
developed in the trees when the general level of soil moisture was 
relatively hiO"h. In both orchards M and P root distribution was 
irregular and rates of extraction of moisture varied ~eatly. There 
were many locations at wbieh no measurable extractIon of moisture 
occurred at depths of 2, 3, and 4 feet. Rutes of extraction of soil 
moisture were made after the manner illustrated in the discussion of 
figure 7. A summary of all the determinations madl~ durin~ the 
season of 1932 is given in figure 15. The results are condensed mto a 
frequency distriLution showing the number of determinntions for 
each foot in depth that fill in various clnsses of extraction from 0 to 
3.20 acre-inches per acre per 30 days. It is obvious from tbe~(' 
frequency curves that the principal root activit:)T is in the first foot of 
soil in both orchards and that there is great variation in root activity 
at all depths. 

An interesting feature of this compn.rison is that rates of extraction 
were highest in the top foot of soil at certain locations in ~)rchard 1>, 
nltllOugh the trees were much smaller tlmn in orchn.rd .M. The 
ren.son for this appen.rs to be in the difference in soil types. Till.' 
surfaee foot of soil m orchard P is a friable loam, but the underlyin~ 
subsoil is dense n.nd contttinsa considerable percentn.gE' of colloidnl 
clay. Although roots have penetrated the subsoil, movement of 
mOIsture in this material is slow, and moisture is extracted much more 
readily from the looser topsoil. It is apparent from figures 13, 14, 
and 15 thut the top foot of soil is quicklv reducE'd to low values while 
the moisture contents of lower depths are still high, and it is doubtful 
if this eondition can be changed. Suction pressures high enough to 
extract an adequate suppl:v of moisture from the denser soil quickly 
reduee the moisture content in the topsoil so thnt attempts to dry out 
the lower soil horizons will eertainly cause severe water ddicit in tlle 
trees. Frequent light applications of water to the topsoil nre indicnted 
as desirable for orchards on this soil type. 

From the records giYen for these two orchards it is evident thnt 
averages of soil-moisture contents would have little vplue in inter
p'reting the results. ,\Yhere root firth-ity is so vuriable it would be 
illogical to s('t up plots where the variations were bnsed on different 

http:percentn.gE
http:appen.rs
http:orchn.rd
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average minimum soil-moisture percentages. As successive. portions 
of the root zone are dried out the tree must obtain its water supply 
from the remaining roots, and it is of importance to know how much 
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FIGURE 15.-Frcquenrydistribution ormtes oreItraction orsoi! moisture in orchards M aDd 1'. l\lay 15 
to October 15, IU32. 

of the root zone requires irrigation. It has been shown (8) that there 
is a ready cross transfer of water even in old lemon trees \\;th fluted 
trunks; hence the tree may get ample water from the irrigation of 
limited parts of the root zone provided extraction rates are high 
enough In the portion wetted. The variations in proportion of soil 
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wetted within the limits used on orchards 11 und P npparently made 
little difference in the water supply to the trees, even though there was 
considerable difference in the total amounts of water applied to 
different plots. 

INFLUENCE OF MOISTURE CONTENT IN ONE PART OF THE ROOT ZONE 
ON EXTRACTION OF WATER FROM SOIL IN OTHER PARTS 

Results of the experiments in orchard M failed to show thut n 
measurable reduction in the water supply of the tree occurred when 
only 50 to 60 percent of the soil area was wetted at each irrigation. It 
might be supposed from this result that the rate of extraction of water 
from the irrigated zone alone was higher thun it would haye been if 
the entire soil area occupied by the tree had been wetted at each 
irrigntion. An experiment was curried out to determine whether the 
rate of extraction of moisture from the wetted soil in one part of the 
root zone may be affected by leaving unirrignted various proportions 
,of the soil area occupied by the tree. Four mature Washington K nyel 
,orange trees were used for this test. These trees were growin~ in a 
loam soil that has a rnther uniform field capacity of 15 perc-ent ill the 
top foot. It was originally planned to use three trees ill this e:\-peri
ment and to determine "base" rates of extraction under uniform 
treatment before applj-iug the differential irrigation treatments. 
However, at the time these treatments were applied a tree from 
nnother test plot (tree D) was added to this e:\-periment. This 
accounts for the variation 111 treatment of tree D from that giYen the 
other three trees (A, B, and C) which will appear from the follo\\-ing 
description of the determination of the base rates of extraction thut 
were obtained hefore the differential treatments were applied. 

On August 7 appro:\-iruately 100 perc-ent of the soil area· occupied by 
trees A, B, and C was wetted to 3 feet or more in depth. Samples 
were taken from four locations around euch tree to a depth of 3 feet 
at approxinlately weekly intcn·als until September 8. 

The top foot of soil appeared to he the most uniform zone with 
respect to field capacity and mte of extraction, and the averuge rnte of 
extruction from the top foot of soil around each tree from August 7 to 
19 wus taken as the bnse rate of extnlction. The lnst irrigation water 
thut tree D receh-ed before the differential treatments were ginn was 
applied on July ]3 to approximately 80 percent of the area occupied 
by the tree. The ru te of extraction of moisture from the top foot of 
wetted soil around tree D from July 13 to 30 wus taken as the hase 
rate for this tree. Obviously, the base mtc of tree D is not quite com
pamble to the base rntes of trees A, B, and C. 

On September 8 water was applied to different proportions of the 
areas occupied by each tree ns follows: Tree A, ] 00 percen t; tree B, 
50 percent; tree C, 25 percent; tree D, fi percent. Just before thi", 
application of wuter wns made. trees A, B, and C had been subjected 
to only slight 'water deficit. as indicuted by apparent fruit-growth 
records, but tree D was sufrering se\-ere wnter shortage. The rntes of 
extraction of moisture by trees A, B, C, nnd D from the top foot of 
wetted soil (below the plow ill ulch), in percen tuge of moisture per day. 
and the relatiye rates (bnsed upon tree A=100) ure gin'll in table " 
for periods before and after the difl'erential trentment::; were applied. 
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TABLE 5.-Rates of extraction of moisture by Washington Navel orange trees from 
the top foot of soil before and after dijJerenUal irrigation treatment8 

-
Preliminary treatment Differential treatment 

Area wetted Arp.R wettedRate of extraction from wet· IRate oC extraction from wet
ted arell ted area 

Tree 
Rplu· Rela·At'tual _..ctualtive 1 ti\'e I(per· (per·Per· (per· Per· (per·Date Period t'tlnt Date Period centt'tlnt t"enl cent centper 

I day} J,Jt!r J:;) per
ay) day) 

.......I...ug, 7. ___ 100 Aug.•-19 . 

I 

0.35 100 Sept, 8.... 100 Sept. 8-24 ... O. :!56 100
..do._____B .. _•••_do__ ._. 100 ,._._do•.• _ .3.5 10. 50 .331 129 ._•.•dO·_····1c .... ,_..do_._ ••. 100 :. ____ do.... .40 1I4 _.do_____ • 25 ••••.do____ • .400 1'>6 
I -. ,{sept. 10._. i; Sept. 10-14_. .98 38380 : July 13-30. _. .253D .• I , July 13.... ,- i Sept. 14. .• U Sept. 14-2:!._ .612 23Q 

I . 
I On busis of tree A = 100. 

From the data in table 5 it is apparent that the relative rate of 
extraction from the wetted soil was increased slightly when the wetted 
area was reduced from 100 percent to 50 percent of the total occupietl 
by the tree, was increased somewhat more when reduced to 25 per
cent, and was greatly increased when the wetted area was reduced to 
6 percent of the tota1. The rate of e.'(traction from the wetted soil 
of tree D during the period September 10 to 14 was almost 1 percent 
per day. Rates of this order have been obtained with pot cultures, 
in which the concentration of roots per unit of soil was abnormally 
high, but have not been obtained under usual orchard conditions. 
In this experiment tree D was subjected to severe water shortage 
before water was supplied to the wetted area; !lnd though the water 
deficit, as indicated by fruit measurements, was reduced appreciably 
by the application of water to 6 percent of the soil urea, the water 
supply received from the small part of the root system in wet soil 
was not sufficient to enable tbe tree to recover full turgor during the 
night or to prevent temporary wilting during midday. Absorption 
by the roots in moist soil must have been continuous und at high 
rates for 24 llOurs per day. 

Though the relative rates of extraction from the wetteu soil of trees 
B Rnd C were increased following the reduction in the area wetted, 
the increase in rate was not proportional to the decrease in urea wetted. 
It may be presumed that the total water supply of the trees was 
reduced slightly or greatly depending upon the proportion of the soil 
wetted. The apparent growth rates of fruit on tree D after Septem
ber 8 showed cleurly that this tree suffered severe water shortage, but 
the apparent growth rates on trees A, B, and C appeared to be uriaf
fee ted by differences in water supply from September 8 to 19. From 
September 19 until the trees were irrigated on October 6 the apparent 
growth rate of fruit on tree C gradually declined as compared with 
that of trees A and B. Xo difference was apparent between trees A 
and B. In spite of the fart that the base rate of extraction from the 
wetted soil of tree D was not entirely comparable to the base rates of 
trees A, B, and C, it seems unlikely that this could have appreciably 
affected the results, since the change in the rate of extraction in the 
wetted soil of tree D was so great. 
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While this field experiment was not extensive, and somewhat differ
ent relative rates of extraction would doubtless be obtained if the 
experiment were repeated on other trees, the general conclusion that 
the rates of extraction in the wetted portions of the soil may be higher 
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F1GC'RE l6.-Fruit ,"olume changes and transpiration rate (as weight loss of pot nnd tree) of potted lemon 
trees );'05. -; and .~ following wettiug all or ,;ome p~rt of the soli to field L'llJl"city. 

when part of the soil in the root zone is left unirrigated than they 
would have been if the entire soil mass occupied by the tree had been 
wetted has been confirmed by transpiration experiments with potted 
lemon trees. 

Figure 16 shows the transpiration rates, as loss of weight of pot 
and tree, and the changes in fruit volume following wetting of all or 

http:105l.....l.....f---........LI
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of some part of the soil. These plants were grown under artificial 
light at relatively uniform temperature and relative humidity. The 
plants were exposed to light for about 14 hours per day except for 
two periods when the light remained on for 24 hours per day. 

The soil in which tree 7 was grown was raised above field capacity 
,January 16. From February 1 to 6 a marked decrease in fruit volume. 
occurred. There was a decrease in transpiratiun from February 4 to 
6 because of water shortage. The departure from the unrestricted 
rate of transpiration is shown by the shaded area on the graph. It 
may be assumed that on February 6 the soil was in the wilting range. 
On this date the moisture content of approximately one-third of the 
soil was raised to field capacity by irrigation. From February 6 to 7 
the fruit swelled to almost the size that it had attained on February 
I, but decreased in size from February 7 to 10. On February 10 the 
volume was about the same as on February 6. The transpiration 
rate as shown by the loss of weight of pot and tree was only slightly 
less from February 6 to 10 (29.7 g per day) than during the period of 
February 2 to 6 (34.2 g per day). That is, with about the same total 
amount of available water the transpiration rate 'was not greatly 
different, though for the period of February 2 to 6 this amount was 
distributed throughout the soil of the entire root system, while for 
the period of February 6 to 10 it was contained in the soil of about 
one-third of the root system. On Fpbruary 10 the soil of the entire 
root system was wetted above field capacity. On ~larch 3 the soil 
was again in the wilting range. On this date less than half of the 
soil was wetted to field capacity. From March 3 to 5 the average 
transpiration rate was 33 g per day, while the rate for the comparable 
period with about the same amount of water distributed throughout 
the whole soil mass, February 25 to 28, wns 37 g per day. On March 
5 more of the soil wus wetted to field capacity. :From March 5 t{) 8 
the transpiration rate was 36.6 g per day. This was only slightly 
less than the average rate for the period of February 10 to 25, 39.9 g 
per day. 

The soil mass in which tree 2 was grmvn was about haH that in 
which tree 7 was groVvll, yet the response of tree 2 t{) treatments 
similar to that given tree 7 was about the same. In each case the 
transpirntion rate was slightly less when some fraction of the soil was 
wetted to field capacity than when it was all wetted to field capacity, 
but it appears that the rate of moisture extraction must have been 
a ppreciably increased in the wetted part of the soil when the remainder 
of the soil was in the wilting range. 

In the two foregoing experiments the discussion was confined to 
the effect of wetting to field capacity a part of the soil while the 
remainder was left relatively dry. It is not to be supposed from the 
results of these experiments that in the irrigated part of the soil the 
rates of extraction are increased without further irrigatiDn in the 
zones of low root concentration after the soil has become relatively 
dry in the zones of high root conC'entration. 

Beckett, Blaney, and Taylor (3) have shown that the rates of 
extraction of moisture from the lower depths of soil do not incr~ase 
as the soil in the upper layers dries out to the '''ilting range. Like
wise, in the present investigation it has been found thnt the rates of 
extraction in the zones of low root concentration do not increase as 
the moisture content of the soil in the zones of higher root concentra
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tiO'n apprO'aches the wilting range. This is nO't a surprising result, 
since, dO'ubtless, the increase in the energy required to' mO've water to' 
the rO'O't surface thrO'ugh cO'nsiderable distances in the SO'il at least 
keeps pace with the increase in suctiO'n pressure O'f the rO'O'ts as the 
SO'il drieR O'ut. 

It has been demO'nstrated that when water deficit in the tree is 
caused by remO'val O'f part O'f the rO'O't system the turgO'r O'f the fruit 
O'n the different main branches is affected alike (8). It seems reasO'n
able to' supPO'se that when the tree is suffering water shO'rtage the 
turgO'r deficit O'f all parts O'f the rO'O't system is alsO' nearly the same. 
I{O'wever, when cO'nsiderable differences e)..-ist in the average mO'isture 
cO'ntent of SO'il in different parts O'f the rO'O't zO'ne, prO'bably equilibrium 
in suctiO'n pressure is never quite attained between rO'O'ts III regiO'ns 
O'f high and IO'W average sO'il-mO'isture cO'ntent. Except fO'r this 
difference, the suctiO'n pressure acting O'n the SO'il mO'isture at the rO'O't 
surface must be abO'ut the same in all parts O'f the rO'O't system. If 
this is true, it is O'bviO'US that the rate O'f extractiO'n O'f mO'isture frO'm 
SO'il in different parts O'f the rO'O't zO'ne is affected by the magnitude O'f 
the suctiO'n pressure O'f the rO'O'ts, by the cO'ncentratiO'n O'f rO'O'ts per 
unit vO'lume O'f SO'il, and by the mO'isture cO'ntent O'f the SO'il. 

This theO'ry seems entirely cO'nsistent with the O'bserved facts. It 
explains the fact that the SO'il dries O'ut mO'st rapidly in the zO'nes O'f 
highest rO'O't cO'ncentratiO'n, and that when the SO'il in most O'f the rO'O't 
zO'ne is relatively dry and the water deficit O'f the tree high, the rate 
O'f extractiO'n frO'm SO'il wetted to' field capadty in a small part O'f the 
rO'O't zO'ne is extraO'rdinarily high. 

If this cO'nceptiO'n is CO'rrect it is to' be expected that, in O'rchards 
where a part O'f the SO'il in the rO'O't zO'ne is wetted at each irrigatiO'n 
and a part left withO'ut irrigatiO'n during the dry seasO'n, the extrac
tiO'n O'f mO'isture frO'm the SO'il in the unirrigatp.d zO'ne ceases befO're 
all O'f the available mO'isture has been extracted, if the trees received 
sufficient water frO'm the wetted zO'ne to' prevent wilting. 

ThrO'ughO'ut the cO'urse O'f these investigatiO'ns it was generally 
fO'und that all available mO'isture was nO't extracted frO'm the SO'il in 
the UL irrigated area along tree rO'ws in furrow-irrigated plO'ts, even 
thO'ugh ihis SO'il was nO't wetted by rain O'r irrigatiO'n water fO'r 6 
mO'nths O'r mO're during the hO'ttest part O'f the year. 

FurthermO're, it appears that the average minimum mO'isture cO'n
tent to' which the unirrigated SO'il in the tree line wad reduced was 
largely determined by the duratiO'n and severity O'f water deficit to' 
which the trees were subjected. In plO'ts that were maintained at 
such high mO'isture cO'ntents in the irrigated zO'ne that the trees 
recO'vered apprO':-'TInately full turgO'r each night, the mO'isture cO'ntent 
O'f the SO'il in the unirrigated tree line was reduced to' apprO':-.imately 
the upper end O'f the 'wilting range. In plO'ts in which the SO'il O'f the 
irrigated zO'ne was periO'dically allO'wed to' becO'me sO' dry that the trees 
were subjected to' tempO'rary v,'ilting, the mO'isture cO'ntent O'f the SO'il 
in nO'nirrigated zO'nes was reduced to' values near the ultimate "ilting 
PO'int. 

Data illustrating this principle are shO'wn in table 6. These data 
were taken frO'm the recO'rds O'f e:-.-periments, described mO're fully 
later in tlus bulletin, which were carried O'ut in O'rchards S, :M-W, 
and W. Orchard S is O'n heavy SO'il, ~'1-W O'n medium SO'il, and W 
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on light soil. The treatments applied on plots A, B, and'O of these 
orchards are briefly as follows: In the irrigated zones of the A plots 
the soil was kept relatively moist all the time; that of the 0 plots was 
allowed to dry out before each irrigation until the trees were subjected 
to moderate water deficit; in the B plots the soil of the irrigated zone 
was allowed to dry before each irrigation until the trees showed 
severe water shortage. 

TABLE 6.-Average soil-moisture content in unirrigated and irT1~gated sections of 
orchards .NI-W, S, and lV, in 1935 

Unirrigated section Irrigated section 

Orchard, date, and plot 
First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth 
foot foot foot foot foot foot foot foot 

----------·1----------------
PeT- Per- Per- Per- Per- Per· Per- Per-

Orchard 1.1-W, Aug. 16: 
Plot A___________________________ 

cent 
13.4 

cent 
15.1 

cent 
15.2 

cent15.0 cent cent cent cent• _______________________ •______ _ 
Plot B___________________________ 10.6 12.3 13.1 14.2 10.0 11.3 12.2 13.7 

Orchard S, Sept. 26 to Oct. 7: 
Plot A___________________________ IS.7 19.0 18.8 19. 0 23. 6 25.0 24.6 23.8 
Plot B__________________________ 
Plot C_____________________ _____ _ 15.8 

17.3 
18.1IS.4 17.6 

19.9 
17.0 
19.7 

19.0 
21. 1 

20.1 
20.6 

20.5 
21. 8 

20.0 
21. 1 

Under trees In middles 

First Second First Second 
foot foot foot foot 

Orchard W. Oct. 9 to 14:Plot A__________________________ 6.6 5.8 6.0 ______-. 10.2 7.5 12.6 9.1 
Plot B___________________________ 2.6 2.7 6.62.5 ________ 3.9 ________ 8.0 

On August 16 water had not yet been applied to plot B of orchard 
M-W, while plot A had been irrigated three times and the moisture 
content of very few samples from the irrigated zones of plot A had 
been reduced to the wilting range up to August 16. It may be noted 
from table 6 that the moisture content of the unirrigated section of 
plot B is appreciably below that of plot A. 

In September and October, when the samples were taken in orchard 
S, the trees of plot B were not under as severe water deficit as they 
had been just before the irrigation of August 30, but it may be noted 
that the moisture content of the nonirrigated section of plot B is lower 
than that of plots A and O. 

The dry tree lines of orchard W were sampled Ocrober 11, when the 
trees of plot B . were suffering from severe water shortage. The 
moisture content of the irrigated section of plot A was so high all 
season that the trees on this plot did not suffer from shortage of water. 
The moisture content of the nonirrigated section of plot B was only 
slightly above the ultimate wilting point on October 11, while that 
of plot A was above the wilting range. 

It is apparent that this principle-that the absorption of moisture 
from the soil by roots in one part of the root zone .JS affected by the 
magnitude of the water deficit in the tree and by ~her or lower 
soil-moisture contents in other parts of the root zone-lS of consider
able significance in interpreting the results of field experiments in 
which irrigation water is applied to the soil in only a part of the root 
zone. 
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In the spring the entire soil mass occupied by the tree is usually 
near field capacity. By midsummer extraction has practically ceased 
in the nonirrigated tree line, yet trees apparently receive an adequate 
water supply from the part of the root system in the wetted soil. 
Doubtless the water supply of the trees would be better, at least 
during periods of severe weather, and probably the trees would attain 
greater size at maturity, if all the soil were irrigated; but undoubtedly 
under usual weather conditions the reduction in absorption caused 
by drying of the soil i.'1. the nonirrigated zone is partly compensated 
for by increased rate of absorption by the roots in the wetted zone. 

The fact that all available moisture is not absorbed in the dry tree 
line as long as the trees are prevented from permanent ''lilting by 
wetting the irrigated zone eA-plains why the roots in the nonirrigated 
zone are not injured by desiccation. 

With this theory as a basis, the writers have attached little impor
tance to the aye rage soil-moisture percentage of the irrigated zone, but 
rather have considered that reduction into the wilting range of the 
moisture content of the soil of eyen a small proportion of the irrigated 
zone indicated that the trees were subjected to more or less water 
deficit. That is, the reduction of the moisture content of a part of 
the soil from field capacity into the wilting range in the relatively short 
period of an irrigation interval indicates that the tree as a whole 
deyeloped fairly hi~h suction pressure, since it was fmmd that after 
months without irrIgation the moisture content of the soil in the dry 
tree lines in the A plots of orchards S, 1-I-W, and W had been reduced 
to only about the upper end of the wilting range. 

EFFECT ON FRUIT GROWTH OF DIFFERENCES IN IRRIGATION 

INTERVAL 


The work on orchards 1-1 and P demonstrated that It would not be 
sound practice to use soil-moisture records for establishing basic 
differences in plot treatments. Varying the degrees of water deficit 
as indicated from measurements of fruit appeared to be the more 
logical method to use:in setting up plot variations. Accordingly, it was 
determined that plot differences for the 19:35 season would be based 
on the degree of water deficit as indicated from fruit measurements. 

Plots of lemon trees were chosen in three orchards, one on a stony 
sandy loam, another on a loam, and a third on clay loam. Three 
treatments were used on each soil type so that the time interval 
between irrigations was short, medIUm, and long. Because the 
furrows in the orchard on the medium soil type were 500 feet long, two 
plots were set up for each treatment, one located in the upper 250 feet 
of tree row and a duplicate plot located in the last 250 feet of the sume 
tree row. The treatments on each orchard were designated as A, B, 
and C; A for the short interval between irrigations, B for the lon~ in ter
val, and C intermediate. The differences were to be deterrmned as 
follows: 

Treatment A (short inlerual) .-Irrigation water was applied at such short 
intervals that little or no decrease in apparent growth rate of fruit occurred as a 
result of water deficit. 

Treatment B (long 1:nlerval).-Irrigation watcr was applied when apparcnt fruit 
growth had almost or entirely ceased, or when the trees began to show excessive 
leaf drop or rolling of the leaves. 
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Treatment C (intermediate).-Irrigation water was applied at the first significant 
decrease in the apparent growth rate that could be attributed to water deficit 
in the tree. 

Trees under treatment A recovered approximatelv full turgor each 
night; those under treatment B at the time of irrigation were at a 
stage of water deficit probably correspondin~ to temporary wilting 
of thin-leaved plants that show wilting readily; those under treat
men~ 0 at the time of irrigation were under a relatively slight water 
defiCIt. 

The purposes of these experiments were: 
(1) To determine how the total fruit growth for the season is 

influenced by periodically subjecting trees to little or no measurable 
water deficit, to severe water deficit, and to moderate water deficit, as 
indicated by the apparent growth rate of fruit. 

(2) To determine the relation between t1pparent gro\',,-th rate of 
fruit and the moisture content of the soil. 

(3) To compare the response of trees on widely different soil 
types to the several degrees of wnter deficit described. 

Inasmuch as the plots kept under little or no measur!1ble water 
deficit would receh~e irrigations more frequently than in usual com
meLGial practice, these plots were watched for evidence of injury 
from overirrigation. In this sense the use of the term overirrigation 
is meant to imply the maintenance of a relatively high level of soil
moisture content throughout the irrigation season. 

ORCHARD W (LIGHT SOIL) 

Orchard VY is located on an outwash fan, which had been deared of 
large boulders before the trees were planted. The surface soil is stony 
sandy loam, dark bro'wn, and fairly high in organic matter. At a 
depth of 2 to 4 feet the surface soil of the plots is underlain by coarse 
gray sand and gravel, practically free of silt. :Many large rocks are 
scattered through the soil. As shmvn in figure 17, the coarse sand
gravel layer contains almost no roots. The greatest concentration of 
roots occurs along the tree lines, that is, within about 5 feet of the 
tree trunk. The soil in the midclles, i. e., about midway between tree 
rows, has been packed by heav-y implements, tractors, etc. In some 
areas few roots are fmmd in the top foot of soil in the middles. Though 
the root zone is irregular, it is in general confined to a layer of soil 2 
to 4 feet thick. 

In spite of the limited root zone of the trees in orchard W, they are 
quite vigorous and highly productive. This type of soil is considered 
particularly well suited to lemons. The trees are Eureka lemon on 
sour orange rootstock and were 20 years old in 1935. 

The curves representing the average volume per fruit, the lines 
representing the observed ,\-ilting range, the observed ultimate wilting 
point, and field capacity, and the bar graphs showing the percentage 
of moisture in each soil sample of plots A, B, and 0, are shO\\l1 in 
figure 18. Plots A, B, and 0 were given treatments A, B, and 0, 
respectively. 

From the time the fruits of plot A had attained a volume of about 
20 cc until October 15, when hot, dry \vinds occurred, the volume 
curves form almost straight lines. 

Soil samples taken from the middles between rows and those taken 
from the irrigated areas under the spread of the branches are shown 
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separately in the graphs. This separation was made because the 
moisture content of samples from under the trees was consistently 
lower than that of those from the middles. In the case of plot .A it 
will be noted that all samples taken during the season had moi~ture 
contents above the observed wilting range. The break in the fmit
volume curve just before the irrigation of June 29 indicated that the 
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FIGURE li.-Distribution of lemon tree roots in a soil profile in orchard W, outwash soil. Circles denote 
lateral roots; dots, leeder roots. A, Location :N-7: a, Plow mulch; b, sandy, gravelly loam, darkened by 
organic matter, very friable; c, coarse sand and gravel, almost free from silt, not compact. B, Location 
Ti-7: a, Plow mulch and compact soil; b, sandy, gravelly loam, darkened by organic matter, very friable; 
c, course sand and gravel, almost free from silt, not <"Ompact. 

trees of plot A suffered a slight water shortnge for a few days before 
that dl1te, but for the remainder of the season until October 15 plot 
.A suffered no measurable water deficit. Since there was no evidence 
that the trees on plot .A were injured by the relatively hi~h soil
moisture content either during the irrigation season or dunng the 
following winter and spring, the apparent growth rates of fmit on plot 
.A may be used as a control 'with which the apparellt growth rates on 
plots Band 0 may be compared, 
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During each irrigation interval, water was withheld from plot B 
until the apparent growth of fmit had ceased. In some cases the 
older fruits were shrinking. The intit volume curves for plot B in 
figme 18 flatten out or drop just before each irrigation and rise 
sharply after the application of water. 

Because of the extreme difficulty of sampling in this rocky soil, the 
number of samples taken was not so great as might be desirable. 
However, the moisture content of the samples from under the trees 
where root concentrn,tion was greatest and most uniform had a rather 
nan-ow range of moisture percentages. Probably the samples from 
under the tree represent fairly accmately the moisture conditions in 
the zones of high root concentration. 

All soil samples from this plot were screened to 2 mm, and the 
moisture percentages were based on the oven-dry weight of the sQil 
ptlssing the 2-mm screen. This procedme gives higher values for 
moisture contents than when the moisture content is based on the 
entire aggregate collected in the sample, but the values are less subject 
to varintion when smnll samples are to,ken. An appreciable amount 
of moisture is held on the rocks just after irrigation, so that the 14
percent value for field capacity appears high. This same soil when 
free of rocks larger tht.n 2 nun has a field capacit}7 of about 12 percent. 
At each sampling on the dates of irrigatjon the moisture contents of 
some of the samples from under the trees were in the wilting range; 
and on September 10, the date on which the fmit-volume curves show 
that the Witter defi{'it in the. trees was more severe than during any 
other period of the yetll', several samples show moistme contents near 
the ultimate wilting point. The fact that at each sampling dRte the 
moisture contents of a few samples wel'e in the wilting range shows 
that the trees on plot B hRd developed a high suction pressure as a 
result of the great water deficit. During the sumIDer months the 
fmit-vohime curves showed a rather abmpt change from volume 
increase to volume loss, but in Noyember, under conditions of low 
eVRporation, the period of change was rather extended. 

The fruit-volume curves for plot C show that the trees were sub
jected to a moderate water defieit just before each application of water. 
The soil samples taken just before applications of water show that the 
moisture content of part of the soil under the trees had been reduced 
into the wilting range on each sampling date except that of August 3. 
These data on fmit-volume increase and soil-moisture content show 
that on this soil type the trees recover approximately full turgor during 
the night until some part of the soil in the root zone reaeilE's the wilting 
range, 

The resu1 ts on plots A, B, and C of orchard W indicate that, so long 
as all the soil in the root zone is above the wilting mnge, variations in 
moisture percentages nbove the wilting range hl1\-e no measurable 
effect on the apparent growth rate of fruit. However, it is apparent 
that the rela.tion between soil-moisture content and apparent fmit 
growth would be badly obscUTed if the average soil-moisture eontent 
of these plots instead of that of individual samples had been plotted. 
Even on plot B the average moisture content of the soil was above the 
wilting range all season. The results on these plots nlso show the 
futility of nttempting to determine when irrigation water' should be 
applied on this soil type f1'om moisture determinations 011 composite 
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soil samples or from averages of a number of samples taken without 
regard to the distribution of roots. 

The total growth made during the season by the fruit measured at 
frequent intervals on plots A, B, and 0, and also the growth of a 
supplementary lot of 100 fruits per plot measured on August 19 and on 
December 8, are shown in table 7. The differences in fruit growth on 
plots A and B are unquestionably significant, and possibly the diller
ences bet.ween plots A and 0 are significant. The trees on plot B were 
badly defoliated by desiccating winds that occurred October 15 to 17, 
in spite of the fact that plot B had been irrigated on October 12 and 
suffered less water shortage, as indicated by apparent fruit growth, 
than plot A during the period of dry winds. At the end of the irriga
tion season and early in the following spring (1936) the trees on plot A 
were much more densely foliated and the leaves were a darker green 
than those of plot B. In May 1936 there were numerous bare twig!> 
that failed to push leaves on the trees of plot B, and some were dead 
or dying. The appearance of the trees on plot 0 was poorer than that 
of the trees on plot A., but those on plot 0 were somewha t less vigorous 
than those on the other two plots when the test wns started. 

TABLE 7.-Average total volume gain per fndt of sprin(jset and Slimmer-set fruits 
during the period of mecl8lLrement, orchard IV, 1935 

Fruit me~~~':;:~a~; irequent Supplementary lots or rruit 

Plot I 
Spring-sel, Summer-5<'t, Sprin!!aset, Summer-set, 
June 15 to Aug. 19 to Au~. 19 to Au~.19 to 

Ko\,. IS Dec. 15 Dec. 8 Dec. 8 

Cc Cc Co Cc 
..1.._ .... _... _________ .... __ • __ •• _............. . 
 128.2 67.5 79. i 67.4 
B .. _.. __ 91.0 M.O flO. i 47.9 
(' .. 100.6 60. i" i2. 4 66.0 

ORCHARD M-W (MEDIUM SOIL) 

Orchard ~1-W is located on a Yolo loam soil having a moisture 
equivalent of 22 to 25 percent. This soil is friable, dark brown, and 
relatively permeable to water. Trenches were not dug for observa
tions of root distribution in this orchnrd, but the relutively uniform 
extraction of soil moisture suggests that 1'00tdistribution must be 
fairly uniform in the top 3 feet of soil. The trees nre the variety 
Villafranca, and they were 19 yenrs old at the time tho experiments 
were conducted. 

In this orchard the irrigation runs were 25 trees long. Plots A, B, 
and 0 were laid out in the upper half and plots D, E, and F in the 
lower half of the irrigation run. . 

Plots A and D were given treatment A, plots Band E were given 
treatment B, and plots C and F were ~>iyen treatment 0, as described 
on pages 43 and 44. 

In figUl'e 19 the fruit-growth and soil-moisture data for plots A, B, 
and 0 are shown graphically. The lines representing the wiltincr 
runge and the ultimate wilting points are the observed values obtained 
by growing sunflowers in closed containers of the soil. 
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J'1Gl'RE 1O.-Volume oC Cruit, moisture contentl field capacity, wilting range, and, at the lower end oC the 
wllti~g range, the ultimate wilting point oC tne soil, and dates oC irrigations, piots A, B, and C, orchard 
M-W, 1935. 
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The fruit-volume curve for the winter-set fruit on plot A is an ap
proximu.tely straight line from Jlme 10 when the fruits were about 
20 cc in volume until the fruits ".ere harvested, September 10. The 
slight increase in apparent growth rate just after the applications of 
irrigation water on June 24, July 15, August 4, and August 30 indi
cates that these trees were subjected to a, slight water deficit just 
prior to these irrigations. Sewrru of the soil samples taken from the 
top 3 feet of soil on July 15 und on August 30 had moisture contents 
in the wilting rnnge. The soil samples tnken on October 4 show that 
the moisture content of an up~reciuble part of the top 3 feet of soil 
had been reduced into the wiltrng rn.nge. 

To have maintained the scheduled treatments on plots A and D, 
water should have been applied about September 25, but becllUse of 
unavoidable circumstances it was not possible to apply water until 
October 17. By that time the soil wns drier and there hlld developed 
a water deficit g-renter than that at the time of the enrlier irrigatiolls. 

The fruit-volume curve for plot B shows that the winter-set fruit 
made approximately uniform increllses in volume from June 6, when 
the fruit had a volume of 20 cc, lmtil about July 1; but from July 1 
until wuter wus applied on August 17, the trees on this plot sufJered 
a grud ually increasing WIl ter deficit. The soil samples taken on 
June 14 showed two samplE.'s in the fu·st foot und olle in the sE.'cond 
foot in the wilting range, but the fruit-volume cun'e indicated no 
wutE.'r shortage in the treE.'S until about 2 weeks Inter 

The soil samples tukE.'n on August lG, just before irrigation, incli
cate that practically all of the first 2 feet of soil und most of the 
third foot wNe in the wilting TUngE.'. The appenmnee of thf'!ie trees 
just bE'fore they were irrign ted on August 17 eleurly showed thn t thE.'y 
WE.'re sufi"ering a seyere wllter shortuge. The If'IlYes W('fe slightly 
curled during midduy and WE.'re a much lighter grepn than the leans 
on plots A and C, and the old leaves had begun to drop. In spite of 
the severe wn.ter shortage, the fruits wrre still milking about hnlf of 
the normal volume gain per day. The rrsponse of thpse trre5 to 
water shortageis typical of that of tr(~r;; with au extensh-e und deep 
root system. The rE.'sponse to wnter shortagp made by tre(>s on the 
outwash lund of orchard ,r, where most of the roots nrc confiIl('d to 
a luyer of soil a few feet thick, shows somo resemblance to the rpsponse 
of trees growing in a smnll muss of soil in a pot; thut is, the water 
sllpplyis apparently exhausted relath-ely more nhruptly, us compn.red 
with the grnduI11 deerellsc in soil-moisture supply of tb" trees on 
heaviel· soil. The behavior of the trees in orchnrd ~I-'V Sll~gl',;tS that 
moisture obtained by roots u t depths bPlow 3 fprt wus sufIkien t to 
cause partilll recovery of tur~()r at night nnd to nllow pliotosyntliesi::; 
to occur for ut leust a purt of the normul dnil~y 1>eriod for tL long limn 
after readily avnilnble moisture was depleted in the upper ZOIH'S of soil. 

The soil samples taken October 4 show that on this tin te the llJoi"'i
ture content of about half of the soil in the top 3 feethud been l"eduC'ed 
into the wilting range again. The change in apparent growth mt.e 
after the irrigation of Oetober 17 suggests that the trees 'wrre not 
suffering a severe water defieit in spite of the low soil-moisture ("011

tent in the top 3 feet of soil. AppnrE.'Iltly during the cool wenthf'r und 
short dnys of October the reduction in soil-moisture cOIlt~nt had less 
effect in increasing the moisture defieit of the trees thun earlier in 
the sensoll. 
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On plot C the fruit-volume curve for the winter-set fruit shows two 
periods of moderate water shortage. The soil samples taken on 
June 14, 2 weeks before the irrigation of June 30, show that part of 
the soil in the top 3 feet had reached the wilting range, and by June 30 
doubtless a larger proportion of the soil was in the 'wilting range. 
The decrease in the rate of fruit-volume gain was scarcely signifieant 
just before the irrigation of July 23, and the soil samples taken on 
July 22 show that most of the soil was above the 'wilting range. The 
deerease in volume gain just before the irrigation of August 20 was 
more pronouneed, and the soil samples taken on August 19 sh.ow that 
part of the soil in the first 2 feet 'was in the wilting range. 

The fluit-volume curve representing the spring-set fruit of plot C 
indicates a slight water deficit in the trees about October 4, the date 
on which soil samples were taken. At this time the moisture content 
of over half of the soil in the top 3 feet had been reduced into the 
wilting range. Apparently, under conditions of relatively low evapo
ration, the trees did not sufi"er water shortage until the moisture con
tent of fl, larger proportion of the soil had reached the wilting range 
than was the case during the summer months. 

The results obtained on plots D, E, and F are shown in figure 20. 
These plots were duplications of A, B, and C, except that they were on 
the lower end of the irrigation runs and the soil was not wetted to as 
great fl, depth by the irrigation water as on plots A, B, and C. This 
efleet was most pronouneed on plot F, and water deficits of trees on 
plot F were higher than on plot C, resulting in growth rates on plot F 
being more comparable to that on dry than on intermediate treat
ments. 

vVith this exception, the general trend of the fruit-volume cun~es 
is the same on the duplieate plots. On plot E the soil samples taken 
on August 16 and Oetober 4 npproach the ultimate wilting point more 
closely than the samples taken on plot B on the same dates, and jt 
was observed, just prior to the irrigation of August 17, that the drop 
of old leaves was heavier on plot E than on plot B. 

A eomparison of the total gain in volume of fruits is given in table 8. 
The total growth was less on the plots on the lower halves of the 
irrigation runs in all cases. Also, the total growth on plots B and E 
was significantly less than under the other treatments. 

TABLE S.-Average volume of winter-set and spdng-sel fruits at the beg£nning and 
end oj the period of meas'urement, and total average volume gain per fruit for the 
season, orchard ;\1-11', 1985 

Sprin~·SN fruit 

Plot If Yolum~ Volume 
~ain. gain.

May 17 Aug. 18 
~1'lY 1. Sept. W to Sept. 10 Aug. I~ ~ to No,' ..20 

Volume \"olume 

I 	 I 
Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc 

.,\--...·-········ 7.0 106. U 334 liS 8 65.4 ......... . .. 1'. 113.6 

11. ........... . 8.1 1011.9 101.8 16.;; 70 1 m.6 
(' ... .. 7. V 118.2 UO. a 31.5 9H.3 66.8 
D 10.5 104.7 94.2 32,7 114.8 tl2.1 
E... ,,' 10... i 101.3 00.6 15 J 49.1~,~ ~ !F ....... 123 . 100:l 	, 940 25. 'j O\}. f : 55.0 

I l 
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The most striking effect of the period of water shortage \vas on the 
size of the spring-set fruit. The flush of bloom that gave rise to 
the spring-set fruit occurred at the same time on all plots, so that 
the age of the spring-set fruit was appro:ll.1.mately the same on all 
plots. The largest fruits of this set were selected for meusmement 
on all plots, so that the samples tagged were comparable. It may be 
noted ill table 8 that on August 18 the fruits on plots Band E were 
about half the size of those on plots A, C, D, and F. The growth 
rnte of the spring-set fruit on plots Band E was obviously greatly 
reduced during the period of water shortage in July and August. The 
rather narrow range of soil-moistme percentages found on the different 
sampling dates is ev-idence that root distribution in orchard :M-W 
was fairly uniform; and the fact that. growth of the fruit continued 
on plots Band E up to August 17, when water was applied, in spite 
of the fact that most of the soil in the top 3 feet was ill the wilting 
range on Au~ust 16, shows that many roots extended considerably 
below 3 feet ill depth. 

The results on orchard NI-vY show that apparent growth rate of 
fruit was not reduced as a result of decreasing soil-moisture content 
until the moistme content of some of the soil in the top 3 feet reached 
the wilting range. The total average growth per fruit for the season 
was not reduced as a result of the moisture content of appreciable 
parts of the soil in the top 3 feet being reduced into the wilting range, 
hen though, as was indicated by reduced apparent fruit growth, 
there was moderate water deficit in the tree. From the results on 
plots Band E it appears that reducing the moisture coutent of most 
of the soil in the top 3 feet into the \\llting range and allowing it to 
remain dry for a considerable period caused a significant reduction 
in the totnl growth and final size of the fruit. However, the reduction 
in the final size of the older fruit on plots Band E of orchard M-'Y, 
which were subjected to one rather prolonged period of water shortage 
during the season, was much less than the reduction in final size of 
the older fruits of plot B, orchard W, which were subjected to several 
short periods of severe water shortage. 

ORCHARD S (HEAl'Y SOIL) 

Orchard S is located on a clay loam soil of the Yolo series. This 
soil has a field capacity of 26 to 32 percent, is llighly fertile appearsr
black when wet, IS very permeable to water, and when cultIvated at 
the proper moisture content breaks into smull angular aggregates. 

The trees in orchard S are Eureka lemon on a SOliI' rootstock, and 
they were about 20 years old in 1935. 

The distribution of roots in the top 5 feet is shown in figure 21. 
Though the spacing of roots is not uniform, there appears to be 
relatively little decrease in root concentration to a depth of 5 feet, 
and samples taken with a soil tube to a depth of 10 feet showed that 
rootlets were fairly numerous to that depth. 

Plots A, B, and C of orchard S were gIyen, respe('tinly, treatments 
A, B, and C (pp. 43 and 44). 

Figure 22 shows the fruit-volume curves, the soil-moisture percent
ages, observed wilting range, and observed ultimate "1Iting-point 
values for plots A, B, and C. 

The frUlt-volume curves for plot A show that there was som~ 
variation in rate of fruit-volume gain during the season, but th!'re 
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was no indication of water shortage. The soil.;moisture percenta~es 
indicate that the soil in the top 3 feet remained above the wiltmg 
range until at least the end of September. 

On plot B the first application of water was made August 29. The 
fruit-volume curve for winter-set fruit shows tha,t the trees did not 
suffer a water shortage until early July. From about July 5 until the 
irrigation of August 29 the rate of fruit-volume gain decreased, indi
cating a gradual increase of moisture deficit in the trees. The soil 
samples taken just before irrigation on August 29 show that the 
moisture content of all of the soil in the first 2 feet and practically all 
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FIGURE 21.-Distrlbution of lemon tree roots in a soli profile in orchard S, location 4-5, Yolo clay loam. 
Circles denote lateral roots; dots, feeder roots: a, Plow mulch; b, dark-brown clay loam grading into llgbt
brown loam, containing some shale, which increases with depth. 

of that of the third and fourth feet was in the wilting range. For 
several days before the application of water the trees on plot B were 
shedding some of the older leaves and were showing some leaf curl, 
but there was sufficient recovery of turgor each night to show that the 
leaf curling corresponded to temporary wilting only, and the fruits 
were still showing measurable volume gains up to the time water was 
applied. 

The spring-set fruit of plot B regained full turgor following the 
irrigation of August 29. The fruit-volume curve for this set of fruit 
shows no decrease in rate of volume gain until October 3. From 
October 3 until October 29 there was a decrease in the rate of volume 
gain on plot B, but there was also a slig!tt decrease in rate of volume 
gain on plot A during this same period. .Hom October 29 to December 
15 growth rate was affected by low temperature and it was difficult to 
tell whether or not the apparent growth rate was affected by water 
shortage on plot B. The soil samples taken October 7 show that the 
moisture content of a fairly large part of the soil in the 4 feet sampled 
was in the wilting range, and the samples taken December 11 show 
that the top 4 feet of soil were ebout as dry on this date as on August 
.29. The rapid increase in volume of fruit from December 11 to 15 
shows that the trees had been subjected to some moisture deficit, but 
that it was far less severe than that just before the irrigation of 
August 29. Apparently under the weather conditions of November 
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FIGURE 22.-Volume of fruit, moisture content, field capacity, wilting range, and, at the lower end of the 
wilting range, the ultimate wilting point of the soil, and dates of irrigations, plots.A, B, and C, orchard 
S,l935. 
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and December the trees of plot B were able to extract water fast 
enough to prevent severe water deficits under about the same soil
moisture conditions as prevailed in August when the trees showed 
severe water deficits. 

The fruit-volume curve for the winter-set fruits on plot 0 shows 
that the trees on this plot were subjected to a slight water shortage 
just before the irrigation of July 3, and again from July 30 to August 9. 
The fruit-volume curve for the spring-set fruit indicates little or no 
water deficit from August 20 until October 18. From October 18 to 
November 9 the decrease in apparent growth rate on plot C was 
greater than on plot A, a fact that suggests some water deficit. The 
soil samples taken on November 6 show that the moisture contents of 
a fairly large number of samples were in the wilting range on this date. 

In addition to the fruits that were measured at frequent intervals, 
supplementary lots of 100 spring-set fruit were tagged and were 
measured on August 19 and December 8. The volume of the winter
set and spring-set fruit of each plot at the beginning and end of the 
period of measurement and the total gain in volume of each lot of 
fmit are sho\\""ll in table 9. The difference in total volume gain for 
plots A and 0 was probably not significant, while the total volume 
gain of plot B was significantly less than that on plots A and O. 

TABLE 9.-Average volu.me of winter-set and spring-set fmits at the beginning and 
end of the period of measurement, and total volume gain for the season, orchard S, 1935 

Spring-set fruit, \\'inter-set fruit Spring-set fruit supplementary 

Plot 

I 
\-olume Volume Volume Volume Volume Volume 

1__-,--__lgain.May gain. Aug. gain. Aug. 
18 to 21 to 10 toI 

~Iay 18 Sept. 9 Sept. 9 Aug.21 Dec.lf> Dec. 15 Aug. lU Dec. S Dec. 8 

------1---------------- ----1---
Cc Cc Co Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc Cc 
9.5 106.8 97.3 38.4 135. i 97.3 33.3 12'2.1 88.SB ______________________..._- -------------------

II. 0 89.5 i8.5' 18. i 81.8 63.1 16.5 76.9 60.4C_____________________ 12.6 112.5 99.9 34.2 131.4 97.2 33.5 124.6 91.1 

The spring-set fruits 011 plots A, B, and 0 were approximately the 
same age, since they all set from a flush of bloom that occurred simul
taneously on the three plots. The largest and"most v-igorous fruits 
of this set on each plot were selected for measurement, therefore the 
fruit on the three plots were comparable samples. It may be seen 
from table 9 that the spring-set fruits 0!1 plot B were about half the 
size of those on plots A and C on August 21. This difference in size 
was caused by the long period of water shortage during July and 
August on plot B. 

In general the results in orchard S show that as long as the moisture 
content of all the soil wus above the wilting range the apparent growth 
rate of fruit was lffiuffected by variations in soil moisture, which means 
that as long as all the soil was above the wilting range the trees 
recovered approximately full turgor at night. A comparison of plots 
A and 0 shows that on plot 0 the moisture content of fairly large 
proportions of the soil in the principal root zone was reduced into the 
wilting range several times during the setlSOn, and that the apparent 
growth rate of fruit indica-ted a slight moisture shortage several times, 
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but tha_t the total growth of fruit for the season was as great on plot 
C as on plot A, which suffered no moisture shortage. Apparently in 
this orchard, even during the summer months, the final size of fruit 
was not reduced until the moisture content of some appreciable part 
of the soil dropped into the wilting range. But the results on plot B 
show quite clearly that, before the moisture content of all the soil in 
even the principal root zone was reduced into the wilting range, the 
apparent growth and the total growth of fruit for the season were 
greatly reduced. 

There was no indication, either during the irrigation season of 1935 
or in the spring of 1936, that the trees on plot A were injured in any 
way by high soil-moisture content maintained during the irrigation 
season of 1935. 

In all orchards water deficit was observed to increase gradually as 
the irrigation intervals were extended, so that it cannot be said that 
these trees either have readily available moisture or .have not, as 
Hendrickson and Veihmeyer concluded from studies 'with peaches 
(9). With citrus trees a gradual rise in water deficit becomes appar
ent from fruit measurements as the irrigation interval is extended. 
Root activity varies so \videly (fig. 15) that the tree does not run out 
of water abruptly, as the readily available moisture is extracted from 
the whole soil mass. Parts of the soil may reach the \vilting range 
very quickly, and the supply of moisture is obtained with gradually 
increasing difficulty as more and more of the soil is reduced in moisture 
content into the wilting range. Higher suction pressures gradually 
develop in the tree and maintain transpiration even though water is 
obtained from the soil reservoir with increasing difficulty. Moderate 
water deficits have no lasting effect, but prolonged periods of water 
shortage depress total seasonal growth. 

In making comparisons of the soil-moisture conditions under the 
different tredtments, the \vilting range, as determined with well-estab
lished sunflower plants, was considered to represent the range of soil
moisture percentages in which extraction of moisture took place at 
reduced rates. With soil-moisture con.tents above the wilting range, 
sunflower plants obtained water readily and without wilting. Sinll
larly, in the field, zones of greatest root concentration were reduced 
to the upper end of the wilting range without any measurable decrease 
in the rate of extraction of moisture from the soil. However, the 
distribution of roots was not sufficiently uniform in any of the orchards 
to reduce the moisture content of the soil unifomuy. Averages of 
soil-moisture contents from several sampling locations by foot depths 
have not been used because the deviations from the means were so 
great. In the orchard many samples may be found ,'lith moisture 
contents in the wilting range while others are still near field capacity. 
The moisture contents of zones of greatest root concentration seem to 
be the most reliable for use in making comparisons between plots. 

In the most frequently irrigated plots, moisture contents of some 
parts of the root zone·reached the upper end of the wilting range witb
out affecting growth rates. "When the intervals between irrigations 
were extended, moisture contents dropped farther dow-n into the wilt
ing range and some approached the ultimate wilting point. N ever
theless, it was not possible to reduce the moisture content of all the 
soil in any zone, such as the top foot, into the wilting range without 
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reducing the true rate of growth of fruit. The proportion that may 
be reduced to the wilting, range is indeterminable from soil-moisture 
records alone, and fruit-growth records seem to be the most promising 
index of needs for irrigation. 

APPARENT GROWTH RATES OF FRUIT. SEASON OF 1935 

The average daily rate of volume gain or loss per fruit of plots A, 
B, and C in Ol"chards W, M-W, and S for the season of 1935, and the 
mean daily rate of evaporation of water from a shallow-black-pan 
evaporirneter are shown in figure 23. The du,tes on which irrigation 
water was applied are indicated by the solid bars lettered to indicate 
the plots irrigated on certain dates. The points on the rate of volume 
gain or loss curves indicate the mean rate per day of gain or loss in 
average volume per fruit for the intervals between measurements just 
preceding the points. The curves for plots A are continuous; those 
for plots B and plots C are broken at each irrigation date. 

T!le rate of voitmle gain increased on all plots until the fruit .had 
attamed an averuge volume of about 20 to 25 cc. From that tlIDe, 
which on most plots was about June 20, the rate of gain on plots that 
received the A treatment (p. 43) was relatively uniform until after 
October 17. The period after October 17 is shown only for orchard 
W. The rate curves for orchards M-'W and S are for winter-set 
fruits, which were harvested in September. 

The volume gain or loss curves for the B plots of orchards VV,
:M-vV, and S show in a striking maImer the differences in response of 
the fruit to decreasing moisture on the three soil types. On the sandy 
soil of orchard W the decrease in rute of volume gain from one irriga
tion to the next was abrupt, and after the period of rapid gain just 
after irrigation the rate decreased with remarkable uniformity until 
the fruits had ceased to gain or were actually losing in size. On 
orchard .M-W, plot B, the rate of volume gain decreased from about 
June 19 to July 10, but from this date for over 30 dnys the rate per
sisted at between 0.5 and 0.7.5 cc per day. On plot B of orchard S 
the rate of volume gain, except for se\reral rather abrupt fluctuations 
probably caused by weather changes, decreased steadil.y fro111 JUIle 21 
to August 29. 

The rate of volume gain of fruit on plots Band C of orchards 1'l-W 
and S was usunlly higher thnIl thnt of fruit on the A plots for some 
time after irrigation of the B or C plots. It would seem that the trees 
on plots Band C should have recovered full turgor within 3 or 4 dnys 
after irrigatiou, but, as wns shown enrlier in this bulletin (fig. 5), after 
irrigation the increase in percentage of moisture is abnormally high in 
fruit thnt had been subjected to appreciable water deficit for some 
time before irrigntion. There is, of course, the possibility that dry
weight gain also wns higher on plots Band C thnn on plots A during 
the period of nccelerated volume gain, but the et-idence nnlilable on 
this point is inconclusive. 

Citrus fruits hnve been shown to be sensith;e iudicntol"S of water 
deficit within the tree, and apparent growth rate 0'1 fruit may be used 
as an index of need for irrigation. In all plot work conducted in 1935 
the relath-e degrees of water deficit decided upon for the difl"erent 
plots were based on records of appnrent growth rates of fruit. Inter
vnls between irrigations were thus established from apparent growth 
rates. 
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TRUE GROWTH RATE OF FRUIT. SEASON OF 1935 

True growth rates of fruit have been used to measure the differences 
resulting from the effects of treatments. However, over short-t.ime 
intervals the true· 'ate of growth is obscured by the continual changes 
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in water eontellt of the fruit on plots with extended intervals between 
irrigations. Comparisons of water deficits under different treatments 
are relative only as between plots, and no absolute values wereestab
lished for degrees of water deficit; bence, no corrections could be 
applied to apparent growth rate to obtain true growth rate over short 
inten-als of time when the water content of the fruit was changing, 
For this reason, true growth rates could not be computed for incre
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ments of time shorter than one complete interval between irrigations 
on the B and C treatments. 

Intervals between irrigations on the A treatments were intended to 
be short enough so that no measurable change would be caused in the 
regular increase in size of fruit. Under this treatment apparent 
growth rates tend to approach more closely to true growth rates and 
the calculations of true growth rates on the A treatments are not 
limited solely to the time intervals esta.blished by irrigations. This 
permits a more ready comparison of growth rates on the A trea.tments 
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TRUE GROWTH RATES.SEASO" OF 193:5 t936 

F1Gl'RE 24.-True growth rates of lemons in orchards '" (A I,l\f-W (BI, and S (('I. season or J93.o. Growth 
rates for early spring·set or winter·set fruit are designated by the l'eCond letter in the legends, ~; or \\' 
as the case may be. .For the late spring-set fruit, the legends carry the letter I,. 

with weather fuetors. Effects of weather factors on the Band C 
treatments a.re often obscured by the dominating influence of water 
deficit due to changes in the supply of soil moisture. 

True growth rates are shown in figure 24 for plots A, B, and C 
in orchards W, M-\\", and S. 

Before comparing the effed of different irrigation treatments on 
each orehard, the influence of weather fnctors will be discussed briefly. 
By referring to figure 24, it may be noted that growth rates of fruit 
in plots A of orchards lY Ilnd S were higher in September' than during 
midsummer. 

On orchard M-W most of the tagged fruits were picked inearly 
September, so that the records were broken. Orc!lIu'd ,M-\Y was 
also sprayed heavily with oil on September 16, and this opemtion 
further interfered with the treatments. 

Northeast winds with low humidity occurred on October 15, Hi, 
and 23, and growth rates were decreased on all orchards regardless of 
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treatment. The fact that minimum temperatures were also lower nJter 
October 23 may have been a contributing fnctor, but the general 
marked drop in growth rates was coincident with the October winds. 

In studying the effect of the irrigation treatments it may be noted 
that in all three orchnrds the true growth rates were lowest on the B 
tren.tments (the treatments with the extended intervals between 
irrigations). In orchard "V, growth rates on the intermediate plot, C, 
were nearly ns low ns on plot B in July and August. This effect wns 
due in pnrt to the fact that water deficits on some trees in plot 0 were 
higher thnn originally intended nt the early irrigations and were more 
nenrly like those on the B treatment. 

The effect of inherent differences in trees cannot be entirely elimin
ated from compnrisons over a single gI'O\...ing senson, and the effect 
appears in figure 24. Trees on plot C in orchnrd W were not in as good 
condition as on plots A nnd B nt the start of the senson, and this fact 
would tend to cnuse lower growth rates on this plot. The record 
from one other plot (plot D in orchard M-W, not shown in fig. 24) 
was nlso nffected by weak trees. Aside from these irregulnrities, the 
growth rates were consistent with the treatments. 

Except as noted above, the intermediate treatments with moderate 
water deficits yielded growth rates ~h~t were not materially different 
from those of the more frequently IrrIgated plots. Growth rates on 
the treatments that permitted high wnter deficits to occur before 
irrigation water was npplied were definitely low. These results are 
in accord with the fact that there is a wide range of soil moisture 
available to the tree. Once the soil was moistened thoroughly, there 
was no adnl,ntage from further irrigations until after fruit-growth 
records indicated measurable water deficits. When nppreciable 
water deficits hnve been found under orchard conditions, soil-moisture 
records hn\-e shown part of the root zone with moisture contents in 
the wilting range. Portions of the root zone mav have moisture 
contents in tbe wilting ran~e nnd be Ipft unirllgated; yet nmple water 
mny be obtnined from tbe Irrign.ted part of the soil. 

True growth rates were depressed in these experiments when high 
water deficits were deyeloped by extending the inteJ'ml between 
irrigations until signs of water shortage were apparent from rolling 
or cupping of the lenves, shedding of lenyes from the older flushes of 
growth, or changes in the color of the foliage. General wilting in the 
sense that the foliage becomes limp or drooping did not develop in 
any case. DI1~ing out the trees on the lighter soil was particularly 
detrimental and weakened the trees so thtlt they were unnble to with
stand winds in October eyen though the soil was moist when the winds 
occurred. These trees were irrigated more frequently the following 
season but were still definitely poorer than the trees on the A treat
ment in October 1936. 

These e}..-periments have estnblished the fnct thnt reduced growth 
and abnormal loss of lenves resulted when lemon trees were allowed 
to go without irrign,tion until signs of water shortage 'were clearly 
evident in the trees. Long before .-isible signs of \'tater shortage 
were apparent in the tree, fruit-growth records showed e\-idence of 
the rismg water defiC'it and pro\-ed to be more reliable tha,n soil
moisture records for establishing differences between treatments. 
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SEASONAL USE OF WATER IN 1935 

Different quantities of water were. used on the different plots, but 
no special effort was made to hold the. water applied to any certnin pre.
determined quantity. .All plots were irrigated with seven furrows 
spaced 28 inches apart. The records of irrigations are given in table 10. 

TABLE lO.-Record of irrigation,~, orchard.~ W, 111-1I', and 8, season of 1936 
-------.-----;------;;---------;----- -.----

Wnter I 	 WllterDllte of irrigaOrchard and plot 	 per Orchard Bnd plot Date of irriga- per
tion Ilcre ' 	 tion Ilcre 

-------I·-----il----I------------I------I-- 
Aen-	 Ac,,·

Orchard W: inch•• Orchard M-W: inch••• 
May 21.______ 2.30 June ~~ .... ____ 4. iO 
June 6_________ 2.92 Jul .. 15-16._... 3.61 
June 29________ 2. 22 Plots.'1. and 0 (,\\'erage). Aug. 4-5 ____ •. 6.08July g_________ 2. 29 Aug. 30-31.... 4 3.1 
July 20________ 1. 86 Oct. Ii.. __ .... 3. IS

j
July 2i._______ 2.00 
_-\.ug.3________ 2.12 Seasonal tota1. .. __ .. ____ • _______•.• 21.90 
AUl<_ 10________ 2. IS 
Aug. 17.______ 2.4i 	 6. iOPlots Band E (average). {AUg. ~19._.Plot A._ ........___ •___._ 	 Aug. 24_______ 2.72 Oct. I, __ • __ ... 2.32 
Au!!.31.______ 1. fig 
Sept. 7._._.___ 3.03 Reasonlll totaL..... __ • ____ •_______.• 
Sept. 14______• 3.61 
Sept. 21.______ 2. i1 June 28-29..... 4. i6 
!lept. 28.______ 2.80 Plots C' ami }' (a,·eragel. 	 July 23_-;;-..... 2. i2Oct. g. ___ .____ 3..25 {AUI;. 20-_1... . 4. 19 
Oct.30._______ 3.20 Oct.li...... __ 3.53 
So\". 29_______ 2. 68I Jan ..25.1936•. _ ~ Seasonal tolal. _v_. .. • ____________ .1 15. ~'O 

Seasonal totaL ______ ' _____________ •• 49.01 	 '= Orchard S: 
Jul\' 2-5..... . 6.58June g_________ 1.66 Jul)' lIi-l7.... . 4.73

July 8_________ 2. 52 Plot A __ ......_....... __ . 	 Aug. 2, 3-·5 ... . 3. ;2

July 2i________ 1. 92 Aug. 23-24•.•• 3 55 

PI I B Aug.15________ 2. 66 nepl. 11-13... . 463 
o ---------- .•----.-- Sept. 11_______ 3.12 	 Orl.21.. __ .. .. 3.31I

I Oct.12._._____ 2.78
I So\".29_______ 2.61 Seasonal lataI. ... ~_"_ 20.52b_ .. ___ • ____I Jan. 25. 1936___ 3.25 = 

{AU~. ~'Il-.1O__ .. i.12
Seasonal totaL ____ "'________________ 20..52 PlotB............. _•. Dec. 12...____ • 6. il 


.. ________..___ 13.83June 3_________ 2. 06 Se&sonal lotaL ... . === 
JuI~' 6_________ 2. i9 = 
July 24._______ 1. 62 july 3-5.. ___ ._ i.02 
Aug. 3 ___ • ___• 1.65 AUI(.IHO_____ .i 40Plol C' ..... ______ •• _._.

Plot C'.... - _____ •• _. ____ • 	 Aug.12••• ___• 1.54 {Sept. !l-IO. _ 6. sn 
Aug. 2i __ • ___• 2.5i XO\-.!l-12.. . 431 
Sept. 12....... 2.5i
Oct. L ____ .___ 2. 85 Seasonal totaL ___ .. ,______....... , 
 23.62
11.'0\-.4 ______ •• 2.90 
Dec. Ig. ______ . 2. 09 

____s_e_as~o_na_l_to_t_al_._ .. .._._.._l_~_-_M~~______________~~_____________.._._J_.-_._-._--_-__._ 1 

In orchard ,"Y, on plot A the total application for the season was 
49.01 acre-inches per acre with irrigations applied every week during 
midsummer. l\fore water was applied on this plot than was neces
sary, but the schedule of frequent irrigations was used in order to 
make certain tlmt no measurable water deficit would oecur. The 
same result was accomplished the follO"wing sellson 'with the use of 311 
acre-inches per acre. For strieteconomy in the use of water, it would 
not have been necessary to apply water in all ~even furrows at every 
irrigation, as there was less root activity under' the ('.enter furrows, 
However, for the 1935 season it was deCIded that all plots should be 
moistened uniformly at each irrigation. . 
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On plot B the seasonal use of water was 20.52 acre-inches per acre, 
and since defmite injury occurred on this plot, it is safe to say that 
this flJ.l1ount is insufficient to meet the requirements of the trees. 

The seusonal use of water on plot 0 was but little more than 011 

plot Band aIllotmted to 22.64 acre-inches per acre. More water 
would have been used on plot 0 if min had not ended the irrigation 
senson and tuken the place of a scheduled irrigation. During mid
sensoll two more irrigations were applied to plot C than on plot B. 
The records from plot C indicate thnt still more water ('ould have been 
used to advantage.

These data suggest that the miniIllwn allotillent of water should be 
somewhat above 24 ncre-inches per acre per veal' 011 this orchard, 
since growth wus depressed on both plots whereless than tills amount 
wns used. TIl€' soil is rocky and very porous, and large losses nre 
likely to occur by deep percolation. The furrows on· these plots 
were only 200 feet long, and in some furrows a I-hour run gave the 
equivalent absorption of 2 acre-inches per acre. Frequent shifting 
of the water from one furrow to another is necessary, and this adds 
to the htbor cost of irrigation. With irrigation runs longer than 200 
feet, more water would have to be allotted to take care of deep perco
lation losses. 

In ordmrd M-W, plots A and D (average) received a total of 21.90 
acre-inches per acre; plots Band E (average) 9.02 acre-inches, and 
plots ('. and F (avernge) 15.20 acre-inches. The soil in this orchard 
1S a rich deep loam that hns a large cnpllcity for hold-over stornge of 
winter rains, consequently tbefirst irrigation of the seilson cnme a 
month later thun on orchnrd 'V. 

With furrows 500 feet long, more water wus absorbed on plots 
A, B, and 0, near the upper ends of furrows, than on plots D, E, and 
F, neur the lower ends, and the effect is apparen t in the~rowth records 
for piots D, E, and F. However, weak trees on plot lJ also nffected 
the growth rate on this plot. Plots A and D received one more irri
gation than the intermedinte plots 0 and F. This wus on Au~ust 4 
and 5, when G.08 acre-inches per llere was applied. This additional 
midsummer irrigation gnined no measurable lldvantage for plot A 
oYer plot 0, although it may have resulted in some help to plot D 
on the lower end of the furrows. 

The elimination of early-senson irrigations on plots Band E until 
the soil WllS thoroughly dried out and the trees were subjected to 
severe water shortage caused 11 loss in seasonal growth. The increase 
in water deficit occurred very graduully, and the apparent growth 
rates show tlutt au irrigation in July would have been advantageous 
on plots Band E. These duta suggest that the Jlllllimum allotment 
for this orcLard should be not less than 15 acre-inches per acre per 
yenr. It also is apparent thut furrows one-half their present length 
would increase tlll;; efficiency of irrig!~tion. . 

In orchard S, plots A, B, and C were irrigated with seven furrows 
in ordpr to conform to the treatments used on the other two orchards. 
Hov. e\'er, sprinklers were used elsewhere in this orchard. The fur
rows 011 plots A, B, and C were on a very steep grnde, and very small 
flows were used, to a\roid serious erosion. 'Voter progressed along the 
furrows slowly nnd !tild to be hpld in the furrows a long time in order 
to obtnill sn tisfaetory penetration at the lower ends of the furrows. 
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Hence, the efficiency of application was reIn th-ely low and compara
tively lnrge amounts of water were applied. There were ob·vious 
advantages gnined in efficiency of application when sprinklers were 
used in this orchtlrd, so that the umounts applied by furrow irrigation 
cannot be used to estimate the minimulll wllter requirements when 
sprinklers are used. 

The records show that plot (' with fom inigations and a seasontll 
use of 23.62 acre-inches per acre had growth rates that were JlOt. 

materially different from those on plot. A, where 26.52 acre-incllPs 
of water per acre wns used, applied in six irrigations. 

The treatment. on plot B wns extended beyond the limits of usunl 
commercial practice without reducing growth rnte to zero. Neyer
theless, growth rntes were definitely lo\v, und it is not prn{'ticable to 
withhold irrigation so long as wus done on this plot. The apparent 
growth cun-es indicate that two additionnl irngations would hnye 
been advantageous. 

The four irrigations on plot 0 muintained n satisfactory growth 
rate, but there is no doubt that the seasonal totnl of 23.()2 acre-inches 
per acre could he fm·ther redu('('d oy incrensing the effieiency of 
11pplica tion. . . 

The alllount of water used in these e:-.-periments wus not a primarY 
ronsideration, as the mnin objective was to establish the difi'erences 
In total seasonal growth Tesulting from (lifferent deg-rees of water 
deficit. This, in effeet, is a determination of the best mten-al to use 
between irrigations, starting with a thoroughly moist soil aft(>r each 
irriga tion. An effort wns made to wet the SIlIl1e proportion of the 
root zone each time by applying wn ter in seyen furrows nt ea("h 
irrigution. This was n, pmctirnl approuch to the ('.onclition of hayillg 
all of the soil wet uniformly to fipld ('apn.('ity following enr-h irrigation. 

The work in orchards M .and P in 1932, 1933, und 1934 indicnted 
that mn:-,-1.mUlll economy in use of wnter would be nttnined when only 
n portion of the soil ,nls moistened nt encll irrigntion. Howl'\,{'j., 
Illternnte wetting of ilifJ"PI'ent pnrts of the Roil introduces a Ynrill blp 
that it was thought. best to eliminate from the 1935 tPRtS. 

It is llot intended tha.t the yalues used in this dis("ussion should be 
r.ollsidered as reprf'senting minimum water requirf'ments for thf' dis
trid. They afe appli('a ble to the ptlrtieulnr orchards nnd ("onditions 
of the tests'und are merely suggestive of broader appli("ation. Differ
en("es in tl'entments were purposely made IUTgn in order to estllblish 
prncticnl limits for more elaoornte tf'sts d('signed to extE'nd oYer a 
period of several years. With slllnll differences in plot trentmE'nts, 
several yenrs may E'lapsE' befol'e the eumulntin' f'fi'eet oecollws 
significant. 

The presen t results show thu t wa ter df'ficits higb enough to ('n'.1SE' 
,jsiole signs of wnter shortnge J"pduced til/' totnl sensollal ~'Towth of 
fruit. prots with modpl"nte wntpr deficits hl1d true growth rntes as 
high as whE'n there was JlO measurable w1tt('r deficit. Further thun 
this, these p:-.-periments haY(' est1tblished that the growth rnte of 
lemon fruit is a sensith-e inilicn.tor of wuter defirit and serY('s ns a 
reliable measure of differences in irrigation treatments. The index 
may be used on nny soil type regardless of the proportion of the root 
zone moistened. ReneE', 'the method hus wide upplication und can 
be used readily in mUllY situations where soil-mOIsture rf'cOl'ds are 
obtained ",ith extreme dlfficulty. 
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DISCUSSION AND APPLICATION OF RESULTS 

The rt'sults obtaim·d in tht' :fit'ld experiments condud,pd to dt'tt'r
mine what influence wetting yarious proportions of the soil in the root 
zone may haye on the growth of fruits and on the water supplY of 
the tree~nnw not be entirt'ly conclush-e. Results obtained in" the 
e:-..-perinlents III orchnrd M, where 50 to 60 percent of the soil occupied 
hy the trees wus wetted to depths of 4 feet or more, show that undt'r 
the conditions of these e:-..-pt'riinents the growth of fruit and the watt'r 
supply of the trees wert' apparently al;lOut tht' same ns in the cuse of 
tret's on plots thnt hud nil of the SOlI wetted. From these results 
and also from those ohtained from e:\.-periments ill other on'hards, 
where less than the entire soil muss occupied by the trees was wetted 
it seems that under usuul summer weather eonditions trees may 
r('ceh-e un adequate soil-moisture supply from as little. as 50 percent 
of the root system if the awrage moisture content of the wetted soil 
is kept relati~-ely high so that ail the roots in the wetted area are kept 
in cont:1ct with soil at moisture contents aboye the wilting runge. 
In orc'hards located on soil t~-pes thut are fuyoruble to de('p and 
extensiye Tooting, such as was the cuse in orchards ~I-W nnd S, 
appreciahle purts of thl:' top 2 or 3 feet of the soil in tIle wettl:'d area 
nUIY rt'uch the wilting rungl:' witho~lt cansing fi, significunt reduction 
in the total seasonnl growth of frUIts, eyen though the wetted area 
may comprise only 75 to 80 percent of the soil occupied by the trl:'e. 

c:,omewhut limited experiments on the effeet of reducing the uren of 
soil wetted on the rute of extraction of moisture from the wetted soil 
showl:'d that incr('used rute of extrnctioll in the wetted soil may in 
part compensate for the reduction in area irrigllted. But it apPE'flred 
thnt the total umount of wuter uhsorbed h~~ the tre(' progressiwly 
decreased liS the area of soil wetted wus reduced. How('Y('r, this 
seenlt'd to 11llYe little effect on the rntf' of appnrent growth of \'Ilsh
ington ~u'E'l orunges until t\l(' amount of thr root zone wetted wus 
reduced below flO percent of the totu} root zone. 

The rl:'slllts of the experimrnb:; referred to f,,.j-ye no inforll1!l.tion 
regarding the effect OIl the size of tre('s und on totn1 ~yields of the 
practice of irrigllting only 50 to 80 percent of the soil when such 
practice is earned on for mllny Years. Obsen-Il tions of trees in un 
orchllrd on u1h1'-1.a1 fan soil ,,-here grent ynriation existed in the 
depth of sUTIuce soil to which most of the roots were confined showed 
thut the size of tre('s and probu.bly yields of fruit were considerably 
influenced b}- the depth of the soil. 

Appnrently the size of the mature trees hlld heen lurgd~- d('ter
mint'd bv the amount of wnler thut could be stored in the soil occu
pied by the trees. Trees on soil 2 feet deep ·wilted ut, the S!WlP tim(' 
us trees that wen" ahout twice as large but. were growing nrurhy in 
soil about 4 or 5 £t'et deep. Wilting occl.lTl'rd near the end of thE' 15
day ir.ngation interYlIl during u. pe.nod of unU::llnily hot weather. 
The apparent growth ra te of fruit was about the same on the Jurge 
and smail trees and indicuted that all trees regardless of sizl:' suffered 
water shortage near the end of the fixed 15-dny irrigation interYnl, 
which had been in use during the greuter pnrt of the life of the orchard. 
These ohserrations surgest that if irrigation wu trr is appUed to only 
a part of the soil durlllg th(' life of the trees the size of the trr(' at 
maturity may be considerably affected, and thus o,er a period of 
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many years the yield of fruit might be apprecia bly lpss than if most 
of the soil were irrigated at suitable intervals. . 

Doubtless closer planting of lemons may be pmrticed if prurticHlly 
all of the soil is irrigated thun if a lurge purt of it remain" dry for 
several months euch yeur. This is especially true in the coarse gnLvellv 
alluvial fan soils, which have a low available wuter capacity. -

Lemons on soil types h.aving a shallow surface soil of {uirly good 
texture but a dense subsoil unfavorable for root development have lL 

large proportion of the root system in. the surfure soil. On soils of 
this type it is probably good prudice to irrigate us large a proportion 
of the surface soil ns IS practicable nnd to irrigate frequently enough 
to maintain the moisture content of most of theirri~llt.ed zone above 
the wilting range. 

In experinlents on a soil of this type (orchard P) it was found that 
after the soil in the zones of high root concentration had become 
relatiYely dry the widely dispersed roots in the subsoil continued for 
long penods without irrIgation to extract sufficient moisture to main
tain slow growth of the fmit and to preYent wilting of the leaves. 
rnder these conditions, howe\-er, a large proportion of the fruit turned 
yellow before it had reached a desirable marketable size. 

Orchards on shallow soil underlain by dense, relati'-ely inlpervious 
subsoil present a particularly difficult problem in the munagement of 
the irrigation practice. On steep slopes run-off and erosion are exces
sin, and on relath-ely le,-el areas drainage through the subsoil is 
extremely slow. ("se of the portable low-head sprinkler system, which 
is coming into use in a few orchards, may prove to be n10re desirable 
than the furrow method on these soils. 'With the portable low-head 
sprinkler system it should be possible with careful management to 
avoid serious erosion on the slopes and to avoid til(' appliration of 
excessive umounts of water, which may cuuse wuterlogging for se,-e1'al 
days on the reluth-ely level areus. . 

Results of the experinl('nts curried out in this imoestigatioll show 
that, with the variability in soil and in root distribution found in many 
of the lemon groves of the Pomona Valley, determinations of th'e 
ayera~e moisture content of the soil in the principal root ZOne in many 
situatIOns may not sen"e us a satisfactory index to the moisture supply 
of the tree and as a reliable guide for timing the application of irriga
tion water. However, in situations where the distribution of roots is 
relat.iyely uniform, soil-moisture determinations ma,' sen"e as a 
satisfactory guide to the timing of applieations of water. 

These im-estigations suggest that if the irrigation int(,.I"Yal is to be 
based upon soil-moisture determinations alone it seems uch-isnble t.o 
take the soil sumples from those pu:-ts of the root zone where root 
concentration is h~~hest, and to apply water soon after the moisture 
content of the soil in zones of high root concentration, below the 
influence of surfuce e,·uporation, has been red ueed to the wilting 
range. Certain of the commercial laboratories engaged in soil
moisture control work employ this principle in their sampling; that is, 
samples are taken from the irrigated zone under the spread of the 
brancbes where there is little likelihood of plow sole occurring alld 
where the concentration of roots is likely to be high. Large samples 
are taken with a post-hole uuger, and samples that do not contain 8. 

fair number of rootlets ure discarded. 

http:theirri~llt.ed
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In many situations where the soil is extremely rocky it is difficult 
to obtain samples, and in some situations there is likely to be consider
able uncertainty as to the zones of highest root concentration. Ade
quate sampling is so laborious and expensive that the tendency is to 
take too few samples. 

nlagness, Degman, and Furr (11), as a result of their studies on 
fruit ~rowth of apples in relation to the soil-moisture supply of the 
tree, have suggested the use of fruit-growth records as a guide for 
timing the applications of irrigation water in apple orchards. The 
present investigations have shown that the apparent growth rate of 
lemons may be used as an index to the relative moisture deficit of the 
tree and as a guide for determining appro~;mately the proper time 
interval between irriga tions. 

The relative moisture deficit of the lemon tree may be determined 
with a fair degree of accuracy from the apparent growth rate of the 
fruits from the time they are about 20 cc in volume until they begin 
to mature and turn yellow; that is, during this stage of gro\vth the 
appilrent rate of growth on trees amply supplied \\;th water is relatively 
uniform. It was found possible under experimental conditions to 
time quite B('curately the applications of water so as to bring about 
certain degrees of moisture deficit just prior to applications of water. 
Because there is some variability in the apparent growth rate caused 
by vnriations in WE.'llther conditions, unless some trees are maintained 
\\:ith ample water at all times it is not always possible to tell when the 
first decrease in apparent growth ra te occurs as a result of soil-moisture 
shortnge. HowE.'\·er, during the warm season if the rate continues to 
decrease for several consecutive periods between measmements the 
cause is probably moisture shortage rather than changes in the weather. 

The results of the,.;e experiments show tllnt the ultimate size of the 
fruit will not be reduced by water shortage jf water is applied soon 
after the occurrence of the first significant decrease in the apparent 
growth rate of fruit caused by water shortage, but that if water is with
held until apparent growth ceases. the ultimate size of the fruit will be 
greatly Teduced and the trees ,,;ll suffer considerable loss of les.Yes. 
Because of the possible danger of injury to the trees from unfavorable 
soil conditions brought about by maintaining the soil continuously at 
high moisture contents, it seems inadvisable to apply water before a 
decrease in apparent growth rute. of fruit occurs as it result of water 
shortnge. How fur the apparent growth rute may be allowed to fall 
below that which obtains under conditions of ample moisture supply 
without causing a significant decrease in the ultimate size of the fruit 
hus 110t been determined, but the results indicate that a very apprecia
ble decrease in apparent rute may occur without causing other ill 
effects. "ith fruit mt'asuremenls as an index to the relative water 
deficit of the tree, or with determinations of the moisture content of 
soil samples taken from the zones of highest root concentration, or, 
still better, a combination of the two methods, it is possible to uyoid 
the waste of water and possible injury to the trees resulting from too 
frequent application of water, or to a\"oid the loss in size of fruits and 
injury to the tree from too infrequent application of water. 

Probably the most practicable use of fruit measurements as a guide 
to irrigation practice under usual commercial conditions is the use of 
apparent growth rates merely as a guide for adjusting the established 
time interyulalreudy in use. That is, if the growth records show that 
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the established interval is too long or is shorter than necessary, it may 
be adjusted accordingly. Though it seems likely that growers will 
find the use of apparent fruit-growth records a very useful guide in 
adjusting the time intervals bctweenirriga tions, it is not recommended 
that such records should be used to predict some days in advance 
when wnter should be applied. To usc growth records as a mNlnS of 
predicting several days in advance when water should be applied it is 
desirable to maintain a control plot in which the moisture content of 
the soil is kept at such high values that the trees ne\Ter suffer water 
shortage caused bv low soil moisturt:. This is not always feasible 
under commercial conditions. However, a gradual increase in water 
deficit will be apparent from fruit-growth records before wilting of the 
leaves occurs. If the deficit appears to be too great for anv one irri
gation interval, the following interval may be shortened .if weather 
conditions are similar during the two periods. 

A large proportion of the orchards in soutbern California are supplied 
wa ter on a fixed schedule by water companies. Fn1it-growth records ob
tained during several seasons in rnature orchards 011 repres en ta th'e soil 
types will, it is believed, prodde a reliable means of adj usting the time 
iuten"al between inigatiolls 011 the several soil types during the differ
ent seasons of the year so as to obtain a rPllsonable dpgree of efficiency 
in use of water lUlU yet pre\"pnt the genernl OCCLUTPnce of periods of 
severe water shortage on anyone soil type. For example, it will 
probably be found that in some situations the time interval between 
applicntions of irrigation water mny be profitnbly lengthened during 
the spring and shortened in midsumnwl' and eurly fnll. 

"11ile the methods propo::;ed for controlHng the irrigation of lemon 
orchards lack the apparen t precision of the conventional method of de
termining from soil samples when the avernge moisture content of the 
soil in the principal root zone has been l'educed to the wilting point. it 
is helien,a that the methods proposed here provide a fairly reliable 
means of controlling the actual water supply of the tree itself, regard
less of variations in the soil or in the distribution of roots. 

SU2\1:\fARY 

Investigations were conduct.ed to determine the Tesponse of lemon 
trees to variations in moisture content of thp soil within the root zone, 
in the proportion of soil wf'tted, and in the ]('ngth of time hptwePll 
irrign tions. ' 

Thf' hasis upou whieh comparisons of vnTiations in soil-moisture 
conditions in field plots were made is the "'ilting mnge as dett'rmint'd 
hy wilting weU-t'stahlished sunflower plants. ThE' runge in moisturt' 
rontpllt of the soil through the progrt'ssive stages of wilting from the 
pf'rmunent wilt of basnlleaves to complete wilt of all leaves on the 
plant was f'stablished as the ~wilting range. 'TI)en all leaves were 
completely wilt.ed the soil was considf'red to h(' at the ultimate wilting 
point.. In the orchard, trees tlutt wer-c mnintained without appreei
able watf'r defleit reduced the moistme content of the soil in zones of 
high root cOTleentration to the upper end of the wilting Tange. 'fhe 
moisture content of the soil even in ZOIles of high root concentration 
was not reduced to the ultimate wilting point unless the tree was sub
jected to severe water deficit for a long time. Before the moisture 
content of the soil in any part of the root zone was reduced to the ulti
mate wilting point the trees wilted in the middle of the day. 

http:conduct.ed
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During extended intervals between irrigations the rate of volume 
gain of fruit is affected from day to day by changes in the turgor of the 
fruit. Volume increase for short intervals of time is termed "apparent 
growth rate"; for intervals from one period of full turgor to the ne.'l:t, 
"true growth rate." Appreciable fluctuations in apparent growth 
rate may occur without affecting the true growth rate. 

By field and laboratory experiments it was determined that changes 
in apparent growth rate of lemon fruits serve as an excellent index of 
the relative water deficit of the tree. With decreasing soil moisture a 
turgor deficit arises before the first visible sign or wilting appears, 
or before there is a decrease in transpiration rate, and increases pro
gressively, as the soil drj.es out, until the plant is completely '}lilted. 

• In field e}..-periments, changes in apparent growth rate were used as a 
measure of the relative water deficit of the trees, and increase in 
volume of the fruit from one period of full turgor to the next or for an 
entire growing season was used as a measure of true growth of fruit. 

In all lemon orchards where investigations were conducted, root 
concentration and extraction of soil moisture varied greatly. As time 
from irrigation increased, the moisture content of regions of highest 
root concentration was reduced to the wilting range before a water 
deficit was evident from fruit measurements. As the moisture con
tent of increasing proportions of the root zone reached the wilting 
range, a gradual increase in water deficit became apparent. Before 
the moisture content of all the soil of any easily delineated zone, such 
as the top foot, was within the wilting range, appreciable parts of the 
soil had remained in the wilting range for long periods and high water 
deficits had developed in the trees. At the times when apparent fruit 
growth first showed that water deficit had developed, it was usually 
possible to find soil-moisture contents varying :from 'within the 'wilting 
range to near field capacity. 'Even in locations where root distribution 
and soil-moisture extraction were most uniform, variations in soil
moisture content were so great that the use of averages of soil-moisture 
percentages proved unreliable as a measure of the water supply of 
the trees. 

In field experiments in which water was applied to various propor
tions of the soil, ranging from one-half to all of the surface area, it was 
found that if all of the soil in the wetted area was maintained at 
moisture contents above the 'wilting range the trees apparently re
ceived an ample water supply from as little as one-half of the soil. 
In these tests apparent growth rate of fruit indicated little difference 
in water deficit of the trees just before irrigations, and at the end of 
the season differences in final size of fruit were not significant. Be
cause of variability in root concentration, however, the af'tual llro
portion of the soil in the root zone that was reduced into the , ...-ilting 
range without causin~ severe water deficit or reduction in final size 
of fruit was indetermmable by ordinary methods of soil sampling. 

Laboratory and field e}"-periments showed that the rate of extraction 
of water from one part of the soil in the root zone was influenced bv the 
moisture content of the soil in other parts of the root zone. - The 
minimum moisture content attained by soil in unirrigated parts of the 
root zone was influenced bv the moisture content maintained in the 
wetted part and by the rela"tive water deficit to which the plants were 
subjected. 
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Field experiments conducted in an orchard on shallow loamsoil under
lain by dense subsoil showed that the trees suffered sufficient water 
deficit to cause a reduction in final size of the fruit before the moisture 
content of all of the soil in the top foot was reduced into the wilting 
range. The water supply from the subsoil was sufficient to maintain 
slow growth for long periods and to prevent wilting, but there was 
always a high water deficit when the moisture content of the topsoil 
was relatively low. To maintain growth at the maximum rate on 
soils of this type an ample moisture supply had to be maintained in 
the topsoil. . 

EA'Periments in which the time intervals between irrigations were 
varied according to the relative water deficit of the trees as indicated 
by apparent growth rate of fruit were conducted on light, medium, 
and heavy soils. 

On one plot on each soil type, ,,-.rater was applied at such short 
intervals that the trees showed little or no water deficit. On these 
plots, which were used as controls, the rate of increase in size of fruit 
was relatively uniform throughout the main growing season, and the 
final size of fruit at the end of the season had not been limited by 
water shortage at any time. 

On a second plot on each soil type, water was applied when the 
apparent growth rate of fruit indicated slight to moderate water 
deficit. On the medium and heavy soil the final size of fruit was as 
great as that on plots that suffered no water shortage. On the light 
soil this treatment resulted in some reductwn in the final size of fruit. 

On a third plot on each soil type, water was applied when apparent 
growth of fruit ceased or when the leaves began to roll. On all three 
soil types this treatment resulted in pronounced reduction in the final 
size of fruit. There was a loss of leaves from trees under this treatment 
on all soil types, and on the lighter soil type there was injury to 
small twigs. 

Soil-moisture contents were not generally reduced below the upper 
end of the wilting range in the most frequently irrigated plots. On 
those plots that were Irrigated when apparent fruit growth ceased 
or when the leaves began to roll, the mOIsture content of many of the 
soil samples was in the wiltinoo range and that of some was near the 
ultimate wilting point. On plots that were irrigated when the trees 
showed slight to moderate water deficit, the moisture content of 
appreciable portions of the soil was within the wilting range. 

These eA'Periments indicate that fruit measurements may be used 
under commercial orchard conditions to establish the most desirable 
interval between irrigations. It is not recommended that fruit
growth records be used to predict when water should be applied, but 
rather that they be used to determine whether or not. established 
practices are accomplishing desired results. If fruit growth decreases 
materially before irrigation and there is a sharp increase in volume 
just after irrigation, it is evident that there was an appreciable water 
deficit prior to irrigation. The magnitude of the difference in apparent 
growth rate during the periods just before and just after irrigation is 
an index of the water deficit to which the trees were subjected just 
before irrigation. 
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